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The thesis attempts to present a critical study of the 
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concept of self in Kasmir Saivism. The setting for this study is 

the encounter between K;'~mir S'aivism and Buddhism. However the thesis 

also proposes to arrive at an understanding of the religious pre-

suppositions behind the positions adopted by K;'~mir Saivism and 

Buddhism in their explanations of experience. In conclusion it is 

briefly noted that the Buddhist critique of the concept of self of 

Brahmanical systems has, to a certain extent, contributed to shape 

- / - / 
the distinctive concept of self as understood in Kasmir Saiva thought. 



PREFACE 

The purpOStO of this thesis if; to present a critical elucid-

/ 
atio'a of the Saiva underst(~ndin.g of self a[~ it err:.erges CT~t of the 

I 
enCOUGter between Saivism and Buddhism. Thus~ in the process of 

this e]uc~dation> our principal concern is to ar:cive at an unc8r-

I 
st&ndi~g cf the religious pre-suppositions behind th2 Saiva co~cept 

of self, H0vever> not all T~opiCf: related to the-self are discussed in 

the the3~Ls i only the cognitt ve activitit'.s 0+' mei"ory, recolL~ction 1 

and actioD are dealt with. 

,. 
tOf:'sis m~d c:ontrc.:st to ~h2 S3iva po::;itior~. 

- I .. : _:. . 
Ka~m1r ~n1iflsm is still a relatively uninvestlgated ~rC2 of 

The speculHi:j.on~; of 

qU:itE 

J. 0' ~ .. 

;' 

() f ~: c· J:. t i ~ 
- . 

~l(A:"'; i' {,). C. ')'~·I.~L-.'·L:~~-. -L~~ 

i 



I _I - ., 
Saiva tradi.tion; and even here Kasr.Ur Saivism is further distinguished 

by the fact it represents the Oil.ly form of Honism in the entire range 

.-
of the Saiva tradition. All this promised to be an inter2sting and 

fruitful area of enquiry. 

., - / 

All considerations pertaining to the Kasmir Saiva understanding of 

t,lJe -sel:\ which are dealt \'lith in this thesis. derive from primary 

- /' ~"- 1-
sources~ the major source being the Isvara-Pratyabhijna-Vimarsini 

of Abhinavag.2Pta (,-lith the Karikas of Utpaladev~). K. C. Pandey's 
~--. ~- --.......... ~ 

translation of the above mention~d text has been very helpflJl in 

construing some of the obscure passages. Hherever possible primary 

sources have been utilized for reconstructing the Buddhist position. 

The Dudclhist text3 Hhleh have been considerably dra-,.m upc·n arc the 

. ., ... 
relevant sections of the Tatt:vasamgr~1ha of S<:mtarak~ita a':ld 

,,-
of Kamalasila; these texts are particularly useful in t~e present 

context as they are devoted to the refutation of the Briihmanical 

schools. The 8th chapter of Vasubandhu' s Abhidhi1rm~'k()~a 1;a8 ut:il-

ized to reconstruct tIle internal dispute between the two rival schools 

of Buddhism) thus) serving to highlight) to a certain e;..:tont ~ the 
., 

it"}E~ue be::"leen the Saiva and the rL~Jdllist. 

The templ:<!tioll to clra~'l piwc::J.lels bet\vccu Bllddhis)~ Qnd Eume 

and cex t;1in aspects of hThi tehcad' s thought Kas diff:Lci.d.t to resist. 

But for obvious reasons this wcs not taken u~; if tIle no-s~lf position 



too much of the obvious parallels.· 
/.~ , 

The available secondary sources on Kasmir Saivism (especially 

works dealing with the philosophical aspect of the Tradition) are 

limited to a few books. Of these L. N. Sharma's ~ashmir Saivism, 

K. C. Pandey's ~_:!:g.ayagu1?t~~ R. K. Kaw's Q"octrine of Recognitio~_, 

-/ -
offered insights and clarification of many obscure points of Kasmtr 

/ 
Saiva thought. Dr. Sharma's book offered a sweeping survey of the 

entire system and provided the necessary perspective by comparing 

the Kasmir Saiva tradition with Advaita Vedanta. 

I am deeply grateful to Professor K. Sivaramm1 for his inval-

uable guidance ~ help and advi~e. 
/' C9 ".' 

He introduced me to Kasmir Saiva 

thol.'ght; suggested the topic of the present thesis and patiently guided 

TIle t:hroughout the entire course of the thesis-writing. The thesis 

would never have been complete without his continued encouragement, 

patience and understanding of my difficulties. Thanks are also due 

to Dr. J. G. Arapura for going through the thesis during its earliest 

stages and offering some very ,constructive suggestions. I also thank 

Mrs. Grace Gordon for kindly agreeing to type some parts of the thesis 

at very short notice. This thesis could be submitted at this time 

only because my husband has been an unfailing source of e.ncouragement 

and help~ devoting many long~ difficult and patient hours to typing 

the thesis. 
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C1-LlU'TER I 

THE ~AIVA CO~'TCF.PT OF SELF AS THE RECO~nZER 

It can be a rewarding experience to examine the various ,;rays in which 

the self is understood and interpreted in the religio-philosophic.al 

traditions of India. The Upani§adic ideal of the self~ the ultimate 

reality, readi;ly suggests itself to the mind as among the paradigmatic 

Hays of understanding self. The Upani~ads wlderstand the self as pure. 

sentience, eternal and immutable. with no trace of change or activity in it. 

T1 1 r • d • b db" d" 1 II 1 1e se L ~s eSc.rl e to e one an mO~lon~ess • 

Almost a:~l Upani§adic accounts .. of the s21f, which is also con.ceiv,~d 

or rather fperceived! as the ultimate reality~ agree in emphasizing that 

no bec.oming or change touches its inner na.ture. The pure, unsullied 

nature of self is maintained by refusing to ground change of any kind in its 

essential nature? The view of the self that is bequeathed 

1 -, 
lIAnejadekam •. , ••.. ". }sa:..!!.p-., Verse 4. 

2 
EkaclhaivantIdra~~a'T'jam etad apra::'ley2.m dhruvan; Viraj ah para 

-" •• 1 d . - -- l" d- 1 P h U \7 4 4 20 8.K8.Sa ··-aJ8. at'll8. maLlan hruva,1" .ur_ ~-E.. )erse ~, 
.< 

1 



to subseque.nt thought as philosophical legacy is of a reality that is 

completely static, placid and calm~ 

2 

The Upanisads seem almost unanimous in their efforts" to exclude • 
the slightest trace of change from the self. In shart the lTDanisads are . ... 

siezed with the ideal of the ultimate reality, the self, as inactive and 

entirely devoid of movement, change and dynamism. 2 Deriving from the 

insights of tIe Upani~ads, the Brahmanical schools - Sa:IDkhy~:::'t~~, Nyaya

Vai§esika) Mlmamsa-Vedanta - seek. in different ways to approximate or 
---.~-- ~-.-------

appropriate this model in their understanding of the essential nature of 

self. 

f 3 
Saivism presents a vay of lli,derstanding the Helf which 

p"r:ovides within this general tenor of the Upani~adic ideal an interesting. 

alternative picture. The self is not only pure sentience but also 

possesses an intrinsic dynamism. Far from signifying a lack in the 

self as sentience, dynamism is the very sign, the very heart of it and 

it is this quality which serve.s to distinguish the sentient, from the 

inse.ntient. 

1" k'~ - N;,. ,_ • 4 
.0 •••••• e atma pratyayasaram prapancopasamam santam sivam. 

advaitam caturthara manyante sa atrria sa vijl\eyatt 110 Mag.U2., Verse 7. 

2 
Na jayate mriyat~ va vipa§cin-nayam kutaS'cinna "babhuva kaJcit. 

Ajo nitya~ ~a~'vatoyam puravo na hanyate hanyamane ~arI.reo Kat.UE_, 2,18. 

3 
For an account of the history &nd literature, see i.nfra. 



3 

Self, thus, is not a passive reality, an . inoperative ground, 

but involves "life", "mind", IIself-consciousness", "determinacy", and 

IIpotencyll. The dynamism of the self, picturesquely described as Vimar~al ----, 
stands for the capacity of the self to know itself, to be conscious of it--

self. In the ultimate analysis, self-mvareness implies) the capacity to 

introduce differentiation into unity and the unification of the diversified. 

Hany different e}.'Pressions are employed in the Ka~mir Saiva literature 

to describe this inherent dynamism 9£ the self. Thus, sphur~tta2(throb), 

spandana3 (vibration, stirring), svatantrya4 (freedom), camatkiira5 (bliss 

of the pure I-consciousness), Eiti6 (the world Inanifesting power of the 

self) sign:Uy this dynamic aspect of the self. The self is th.e union of 

1. 
The "l;vord vimar~a is derived from the root JID~ (=to perceive), 

with the prefix vi-(=d:f;crimination). Thus, vimar£a etymologically means p 

'discussion' ,'illvestigation','reasolling' ,or 'examination' by reason. See 
Pandit Kulapati Jibananda Vidyasagar, ?abda Sagar (Calcutta: Mookerjee· and 
Co, 19QO) pp 666. As used in the K-aJmIr- daiva tradition the word vimarS'a 
would seem to stand for the capacity of the self "to turn back and. looK. 
upon itself"s Uta contemplate itself", and "to reflect on itselfP• See 
.!PV. ,I? 1,2 and IP~ and IPV I, V, 14 

2, .',_ .-. 
IPK • I,V,14 

3 
IPV • I ~ I II , 17 

4 
IP~.I,I,2 and IPK and IPV. I,V,13 

5 
IP~.I.V,13 

6 
1PT{. 19 V,13 
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sentience and determinacy.of being and becoming • 
• 

Thispic.ture of self presents a refreshing contrast to the 

gener.al LlUderstanding of selfhood in the different Brahr.mnical systems. 

l?ol].Qi"ing the Upanisadic insights, the generality of Brahmanical systems 

agn;e, metaphysically speaking, in taking dynamism, movement and change, 

as extrinsic to the nature of selfo The self is conceived as pure~ static 

consciousness, change or movement is traeed to a source "outside" consci-

ousness. It 'Y70uld seem to them, that making dynaT"u:lsm inherent to the 

self, takes away from its reality, 

"'1- S- , kh .. 1. • '.1' 1 Lle ';.a~.."",:r~. system epl.tonllzes tillS assumptl.on ana r:tgorousy 

exc]:ades dyn2.mi.3m of any kind from the self (Pur'.1sa·:-. KutasthH Nitya.). 
---;;~-- _..!-'----_.#-..: 

'.that the c.onscious cannot change. is one of the basic assumpt;ions of the 

Thus, it is led to t:::-ace baek changetmovement to a source 

entirely different from and independent of the self ~ viz". P-rakrt.i. 1 
.-~-Y-F-~-

It i.s in the Advaita. Vedanta that the. "pass~_ve-self-approa(:h\l 

reaches its culmination. The other Brahmanical schools, na!:le1.y 

1 
I entirely independent of t t!laY be modified by the addit.ion 

'e)c£;ept for some teleological ptn:'Foses r. See Samkhya Karik-a 
of Itvarakrsna ,Verse 21, Trans ("ith original Sanskrit Texts)., 

~ c; ~ 
Jehn Davis (Calcutta : SusiJ. Gupta Ltd., 1957) ,pp 3/+. 
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Saffilchya-Yo~, Nyaya-Va:i.£esikal take care only to eschew dynamism from the .. 
self and are content to relegate it to a position which is, metaphysically, 

secondary and derivative. Change and all those aspects of existence in 

direct relation w'ith change are real but they are not organic to the goal 

of spiritual endeavour. In the Advaita, change is not only less in value 

but,.in the ultimate analysis, has no reality whatsoever. Lapse in value 

is commensurate only \vith lapse in reality. Change therefore co-inc ides with 

the sphere of vrhat "appearsl1 - '> (mithya) ': 

Nmv the question remains how to explain sOLiething v;1dch appears and 

yet is not real. This is where the doctrine of maya is uti1ized~:' 

---------_._--------------

The· Y..~!_~~~ika, even though it is pluralistic, and does not 
devalue change, implicitly acknO\vledg~s the secondary nature of :Lt and 

It is 

the primary si~1ificance of dravya ( substance); the qualities and actions 
are only in.. a substance or of a substance. The pyay~ description of the 
soul as an unconscious principle (j ada) is particularly relevant here. 
The Nya..i~ description of self in th~~state of moks§... (freedom) as completely 
devoid of any trace of consciousness, almost reduced to the state of a 
stone, would also seem to be supportive of our standpoint. For a discussion 
of these points, see S.Radhakrishnan, Indian Pbilosopny, li (London! George 
Allen and Umlin Ltd., 1951) pp 23[~, 149, and 152. 

2 
The technical expression mithya is unique to the Advaita. inporting 

the sense of what is presented undeniably and yet is not ultimate. See 
~. Radhakrishnan, ib.id. ,p. 561-564, and also IITattvanyatvabhyam anirvacanlya" 
Saukara's commentary on the Brah!l1a Sutras.,iii,6,7. 

3 
For a general account of the pros and cons of the question Hhether 

we ought to recognize in this doctrine a secondary speculation orily 
developed in course of time, see Paul Deussen, The Philosophy of the Upanisads 
(Delhi: Oriental Publishers, 1972),pp 228££. • -
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not only the Advaita that employs the doctrine of maya - a doctrine 

which means that something appears but is not real~ i.e.) a distinction 

is made between the apparent and the truly real; indeed all ·the Brahmanical 

systems tacitly accord recognition to it in their metaphysics~ as for 

example, this is what lies at the root of the Sam..1chya-Yog~ explanation 

of how Pu-rusa though unchanging yet appears to be changing. 1 
<> 

It is the refusal to make dynamism intrinsic to self that is 

responsible for the non-integral, exclusivistic interpretation of reality~ 

abstracting real:f.ty from ex-perience. Hhat underlies the implicit critique 

/ 
of the jl.dvaita doctrine. as embodied in the Saiva position·f · is that by 

refusing to ground the differentiating principle in the heart of the Absolute 

itself, the Advaitin has failed to establish a continuity bet\·7een. the 

Absolute and its manifestation. The Advaitin may be able to secure 

the purity of Brahman but it is only at the expense of the positive 

ilffillanence of the Absolute in the world-manifestation. It is not that 

Advaita system does not ground the differentiation in the Absolute. 

Maya, says the Advaitin, is what it is qua grounded in Brahman. The issue 

before him metaphysically spealdng, is rather, if the 'ground I can be. 

continuous with the grounded. The §aiva thesis, at any rate, propounds an 

alternative position of continuance and immanence. 

1 
See for the description of sva-svami-bhava relation betueen purusa 

and buddhi as one of abhec1a samarona bred- bi ignorance (metaphysically -some
w·hat an;'logous to the Buddhist conce-pt of Kalpana) Tattva Vail~iradi of '" -.---- ----------_._-
Vicaspati ~isra, ed. by Ramsankara Bhattacharya~ (Varanasi : Bharatiya 
;Yidya PraE~-J.sa;': 1953),pp 81-84. 
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The specific and concrete spheres of the functions of knowledge 

and memory pose greater threat to the Brahmanical systems which conform 

metaphysicallY- to the thesis of unchanging self. Knowledge· and l:ternory 

are fU!lctions Hhich require not only the tL.'1.changing continuity of conscious-

ness, but also differentiation and change. The SamJchya and Vedanta 

thus are led to distinguish bet\veen the functions of the unchanging 

consciousness and changing mind which is a product of .!'ra~;ti. To 

preserve;the:unitY'of,experience they are compelled to assert a 'false' 

identification (~.[sa)bet\Veen the;n. Hhat is true of the one is mistakenly 

ascribed to the other. l 

/ The necessity of all these far-fetched devices arises, the Saiva 

would assert, because the self is not vie\"ed as dynamic~ as quite literally 

the source of both unity and differentiation. 
I 

The Saiva takes the bold 

step of grounding dynamism itself in the heart of the self. Our experience 

of memory provides a concrete. illustration of a unity that involves differ.-

entiation in its very structure. The phenomenon of memory presupposes a 

fundamental unity and continuity'of consciollsness as lYell as a differentiation 

of the past from the present. The self differentiates between the past 

and the present and yet 'mediates' them by holding them togehtero Thus, 

for the ~aiva, the dynamic character of the self is attested to, evIdenced by 

and revealed in our experience. 
,/ 

The Sz.iva in his analysis of the essential 

1 
The San~hya~~arik~ ,Verse 20.,Op.Cit.,pp 34 
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nature of the self and especially against confronting systems of thought 

that refuse to admit self's viability as a concept bases himself completely 

on the evidence of experience, especially of our memory-experience. 

It is an aspect of memory-experience, e.g., forgetfulness, that 

( 

provides for the Saiva a model for explaining bondage. Bondage l.S understood 

in Ka~mIr Saivism as self-ignorance or,. better still .. self-oblivion, forget-

fulness of the true nature of the self. Self is not unknown in thi.s state~ 

_ 1 
but is know~ only in a limited or partial form. The concept of forgetful-

ness Se1\TeS to bring out the characteristic feature of ignorance as under-

stood by 
/... 1'. 

Kasmir Saivism • Ignorance does not signify absen.ce of knmV'ledge. 

but only imperfect knowledge. Self-forgetfulnessio~ not imply that thE; 

self is unknovm) only that, it is not known in its fulness, to the point 

of issuing in "recognition".2 

1 
The light of self is of course immediately known because it is 

ever:-shining but seems to be limited or fragmert:ed due to its OT11l1 power 
of .limitation, i.e~, due to a self-imposed limitation (svatmavabh<aso hi na 
a..rla-ri.ubhuta-purvo 'vacchinna-praka~atvat tasya, sa tu tacchaktyaiva vicchinna 
iva, vilc.alpita iva, lalcsyate".o4, IPV,I,I,l~ . ~ ~~'. .. -_. 

2 
The Self-forgetfulness or self-obscuration is a resul-t of the obscuring 

or veiling power of the self itself. Due to the operation of this veiling 
pow-er. the self shines only in a limited Hay. ( saiva bhagavato maya vimohini 
nama S'aktip., tadva~at praka~atmataya satatar:1· avahhasamane I pi ~ttmani bhagena 
apraka6'a.na--va~ad 'anupalak§ite' sarvatha lq:dayaD~ga~ibhavamapraDte ata eva 
purlJutavabhasanasadhy"am arthakriyam akurvati). 9_1P\7 • , I, 1,3. HOl?eVer. an 
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Theologically speaking, the state of bondage implies that the 

~ -, 
individual self looks upon himself as different from Siva, the Lord (Isvara). 

The individual self knows himself only as limited, but does not realize 

I 
that he is;lin fact, in the heart of his I-ness identical with Siva. 

This constitutes its bondage, its primordial non-intuition of its true 

reality (svarupa akhyati).l 
...,.~ ..... -

As bondage is understood in terms of self-ignoranc~,self-oblivi-

ousness~ so freedom is understood in terms of self-recognition. The 

"savingll knowledge that leads to freedom is of the form of IIrecognitionTi ~ 

rec.ognition of the true nature of the self. Ordinary re-cognitive 

experieace provides the model for the understanding cf the Immv1edge that 

leads to freedom. 

explanation of the veiling pOHer or the E::~E Jakti of iiva :~?ems necessary 
here. In order to appreciate the full significance of the Saiva conception 
of maya, ~'le have to contrast it \-lith the doctrine of maya as - found in the 
Adv;-~ Vedanta. In the AdvaHa Vedanta, maya, though the cause of the 
world-manifesLltion, is not int~gral to the ultimate reality> Brahnan. 

,/ -----
The Sabra understanding of maya is distinguished by a more positive outlook. 
~ay~ is conceived positively as the self-c9ncea~±ng power of Siva (tirodhana 
sakti) and is seen as involved ..-quite literally within the structure "and . 
constitution of the Absolute (~) itself. See IPV.~I,I>3. 

1 
The non.-intuition (svatma-akhyat:i) consists in thinking that freedom) 

perfection and eternality do not shine Hithin oneself \vhile in fact they do 
shine \vithill oneself. See _~Y.:..' II,llI,17. 
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An analysis of the ordinary re-cognitive experience H'ould shm., that 

it consists of a unification of what 'tvas knmm before ~.Jith ~.,hat is known 

nmV', -at ptesent. l A case of such recognition would be where we have 

arrived at some knmV'ledge about a person through descriptions about him, 
/ 

his qualities, etc. Hhen encountering the same person directly, we actively 

identify the persall before our eyes as the same one we had heard about:t 

we in fact recognize him by identifying him 't<lith the person of the descriptiott~ 

A. classical example of forgetfulness and recognition that we find 

in the Pratyabhij~a literature is that of a lady who has fallen in love 

'tV'ith a hero on hearing glm'ling descriptions about his wonderful qualities. 

Yet she fai.ls to recognize him 't,)hen he appears in person before her. She 

pauses- and notices some distinguishing feature in the person or she gets 

a cue from a person knmm to both, -whereupon she imrilediately realizes thE:! 

... 
person before her eyes as the object of her love.~ Her heart blooms 

like a wonderful bud and lo¥e is fulfilled. 4 In the case of the recognition 

1 
" A.'~ ~_ .........<t _ ,p<r ~ _ .. _ • __ q 

Pratyabhl.jria ca bhata bhasamana rupanus amdhan a tm1."ka, sa evayam 
caitra - iti pratisamdhanena abhimukhibhute vastmu jrlanam. ,IPV, I, 1,1. 

2 
Loke'pi etat putra, evamgu~a, evamrupaka ity-evam va, antato'pi 

samanyatmana va jtlatasya punarabhimukhibh8vavasare pratisai'ndhitapra!li~ 
tameva j'rianam pratyabhiji'i:a: - iti vyavahriyate., IPV, I, 1,1. 

3 
Kanto lokasamana evam-aparij~ato na ran tum yatha; Lokasyaisa 

tathanavek~itagUl~a\~ svatmapi visvdvaro naivala~n llijavaibhavaya tadiyam 
tat pratya~hijnodita., IPK., IV,II,2. 

4 
tada tatksanar!l-adbhutaphullany¥iyenaiva tavat kamapi __ pumatam~ 

abhyeti., IPV., IV,II,2: ~ - d 
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I 
of the true nature of the self, a similar process is-at wurk. The Lord (~) 

of the universe is ever shining tvithin as the very self yet this shining of 

the self, does not make the heart full of bliss. The self is 'not seen, not 

realized to be the Lord. The self is looked upon like any other object. 

Yet, when the true nature of the self is recognized and is identified 

with 1 the Lords liberation takes place. Hhat is instrumental in leading 

1:0 liberation is the recognition of the self r s identity '<lith the Lord, 

in other ,vords) the recognition of the true nature and powe'rs of the self? 

Th ,. b h tIt . K~I -:' S"· . , us recogn1.t1.on ecomes tie cen ra ca egory l.n _aS1TI1.r a1.Vlsm. 

As recognition constitutes the mode of apprehension through which 

th,e self realizes its freedom, 
, -' .;' 

the Kasmir Saiva system itself comes 

to be known by the name nDoctrine of Recognition" (Pratyabhij'Ii-a Dar£ana)~ 

All aspects of the memory experience, recollection, remembrance, forgetfulness) 

and above all recognition, assume a great importance in establishing the 

/ 
Saiva thesis. 

1 
Tadvac1atmani guruvacanaj jn'anakriya:takqaJta~JaktyabhijJ'rian-aderv':l 

yada parame~varyotkar¥ahrdayartgamibhavo jayate., IPV.IV,II,2. 

2 
tada ,tatksan2m-::eva purna6itmika J'lvanmuktih ••.• iti tasva 

f Ii' <' 4 ~ WI J 

pratyabhijrtaiva parapara siddhipradayini bhavati., IPV.,IV,II,2. 

3 
For example, in the Sarva Dar~ana Sarugraha (14th Century) it 

is under thls title that,theKasmlr Saiva school is labelled and 
distinguished from other Saiva schools" See SarvadarS'ana Saih3raha 
ed. ~·lahamahopadhyaya V. S. Abhyankar, (2nd ed.), (Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental 
Research Institute, 1951),pp. 190-201. 
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HmoJever, as so much devolves on the reality of the self and 

I 
meTeory, the logical opponent to the Saiva "lOuld seem to be the Buddhist 

with his position of no-self. ,The Buddhist presents a serious challenge 

which must be met and silenced effectively. The Buddhist does not accept 

an enduring~ persisting entity underlying our changing mental states. 

From an analysis of the concept of existence, the Buddhist draws the 

conclusion that the real can be nothing other than the flux. Change 

itself is unders tood in a cliffe'cent Hay. 

It is not the change of something, i.e., a change of the states 

of an underlying enduri.ng substance~ but rather change is entire~ 

it is the tot:al and im.lliediate replacement of one entity by another; 

there is nothi.rg perma,nent underlying the changing entities. Becoming 

does not mean the becomng .£f or the passing a.,·my of one entity into 

another but rather one entity is substituted by another. Ther:e is no 

substantiality any>v:lere either in the mater:Lal sphere or in'the mental 

sphere. This logic of becoming applied t.:o thf.! self means that "{.That is 

usually taken to be the self can 1£ analysed \·,it"hol1t residue into several 

mental states. The1:e is no abidillg,persisting c.onsciotlsness behind' the 

states,in which the'5e. are supposed to inhere. These mental states are 

all that there is, they succeed each other with inconceivable rapidity. 
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Thus, it may be seen that Buddhism is the earliest among great traditions 

which argue that "becoming is universal form of reality".l 

The Buddhists explain and give an account of the \V'hole ~pectrum 

of our mental life in terms of this philosophy of becoming, where things 

are different every moment and difference of time implies difference of 

things. The denial of self does not in any way prevent the Buddhist 

from having a theory of bondage and freedom. 

Bondage for the Buddhist consists in "cravino-l!( trsna) for ~ 
-- 0 -.e.....!...!.-

vlOrldly pleasures. And it is the belief in something abiding. (satkayadrsti) 
! .. to 

re.sisting the :ravages of time that leads to the cravi~~ lJe. "crave" 

for something only "\.;>ben \,re believe in its pennanence aild its persisting 

nature •. The denial of self, of anything permanent resist:i.ng the passage 

of time, thus beco~es necessary for soteriology. Freedom is the realiza-

t.ion' or thetransien t nature of things. Therefore~ Buddhism is a religion 

without self. 

f 
Against the Buddhist, the Saiva demonstrates his thesis - the pre-

sence of dynamism in a unity~ the union of being and becoming - through 

--_._-------------
1 
Charles Hartshorne in the introduction to Philosop1;.ers of Process., 

ed. D. Brmming, (New York: Random House, 1965) ,pp vii 
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a phenonenology of memory as it shaHs itself in onets experience. In 
,-

answer to the Buddhist challenge the Saiva appeals to our experience 

as providing an experientiel evidence for his view of the self as - a " 

unity that differentiates itself. Our memory-experience discloses 

the reality and the nature of the self. 

/ 
If the no-self position of the Buddhist is a challenge to the Sai"va, 

/ 

the Saiva view of the self .- as -- the abiding unitary consciousness that 

is also at once involved in diversity and change - is no less of a challenge 

to the Buddhist himself. 
-t'.?p/.,.jJ:t: I 

Kasmir Saivism presents a very different 

kind of challenge, different from that posed by the gen.erality of Brah;na-· 
..f 

nical systems. vlliat makes the challenge more formidable is the Saiva t s 

distinctive view of the self understood not as,a-simple unity that-reraains 

unrelated or loosely related to diversity and change, but as dynamic 
"-

and single which entails the unification of the diverse und diversification 

of Hhat is unitary.l 

One of the points of the Buddhist cri tiqt!e against the Brahmanical 

conceotion of self is to bring out the impossibility of a meaningful 

relation between the unchanging static self and changing mental states. 

It ,",auld be interesting to knm.,~ therefore, how the Buddhist reacts to a 

---------------------------
1 

svatantryam ea asya abhede bhedanam bhedite ca antar-anusamdhanena 
abhedanam-· itL IPV., 1,1,2. 
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self which is not externally related to change) but which is i.ntrinsically 

dynamic and lV'hose function is to differentiate itself ~ without surren-

dering its unity. 

It is the aim of the present thesis to make a pointed study of 

this confrontation between the Buddhist and the Ka~mir Saiva by investi-

gating the issues involved in this confrontation. The foregoing 

introductory sketch, reveals the fact that both the Buddhist and the 

~ I ': /. 
Kasm~r Sa~va, at least in their mutual encounter , are likely to offer 

valu.able insights in the form of _critical phenomenologies -of e}.rperience. 

Both of them attemljt to present a phenomenological account of experience 

with some plausibility and clarity of procedure, and yet both the 

phenomenologies are illustrative of contrasting positions and each 

counters the other. 

P~l attempt will be made in the last chapter to arrive at an 

understanding of the religious pre-·supposit.ions of these two religio--

philosophical traditions which ir.1pel them to adopt such divergent 

explanations of experience. 

Literature and History A Postscript 

Ka~mir Saivism is usually_ referred to' by the_ name Trik~ .•. It is 

called Trika meaning 'pertaining to three' -- bec&use lri this "JaY 
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I 1 
it refers to the triad of Pati,Pa~a and Pasu (the Lord, the fetters and 

" / the souls) or to the triad of Siv3, Sakti and Anu. 
-",-

.-
The Jrika. is, in distinction from other forms of Saivism~ but 

in conformity with the general tenor of Vedanta~.monistic in its teaching. 

It is called Ka'£mir Saivism, because all the writers ~vho enriched its 

literature belonged to the valley of K1i£mir in India. The beginnings of 
I __ 

Trika can be traced back to the appearance of the §iva-Sut~~ of Vasugupta 

towards the end of the 8th and the begintiing of the 9th century 
? 

A.D.~ 

I -

The literature of KatmIr Saivism is divided into : (i) Aga~ 
; / 

.§as!:.ra, (ii) _Spa.£lda Sastra, the thJ:ee 

phases --heing. _ - taken as roughly~ chronologically successive. The 

- ~ - , 
Agama Sastras or the ~gamas are held, in the Saiva tradition, to be eternal 

like the Vedas 3 • ----
I 
Siva-Sutras too occupy a position in the Agama 

categol~ as they are believed to have been revealed to Vasugupta by 

" • • . ,.. I Slva hlillselr. The Saiva tradition does not attribute human authorship 

to the Agamas; they are believed to be of divine origin. 

1 
See Siddhitray1 and the Pratyabhij~a-Karika-Vrtti of Rajanaka 

Utpaladeva, K.S.T.S.,Vol XXXIV,-1921 & 

2 
For a history of the three stadia of Trika system, see J.C.Chatterji, 

Kashmir Shaivais,~, (Srinagar: Research and Publ:lc';tion Department, reprinted 
in 1962)._ This is still -the~classical source. 

3 Not in the Purva-Himamsa sense of eterna_l but in the modified sense 
accorded to it in the Vedant~-.--·For the distinction, see S.Radhakrishnan

t 

Indi.anl'~ilosophy.Op.Cit., \7;-1 II, pp 389-392" 
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I I 
The Spanda-Sastras consist of co~nentaries written on the Siva-

Sutras. The first work to appear in this category was the Spanda-Karika 

of Vasugupta, composed around the first part of the 9th century A.D. 

In the literature of this branch there is no attempt to provide a logical 

foundation for the doctrines of the Trika. The ..§panda-Kariltas only 

I 
present a summary and recitation of the Saiva doctrine vrrth little 

1 attempt at "rational" arguments. 

i' 

It is only \o7ith the advent of the Pratya?h:L~ ?astr~ that we 

arrive at the philosophical foundation of the Trlka. At this stage 

the doctrines of the Trlka are systematised and given a philosophical 

formulation 8nd an nttempt is made to establish them primarily on logical. 

'\rational" a.rguments. Here, for the first time other systems are challerlged, 

§ubjected to exhaustive criticism and refuted. 

The first work to appear in the Pratyabhijn'~ branc.h of the TrikB. 

----~ 
Somananda is generally believed to hmte 

lived around the last part of th~ 9th century A.D~ The next work to 

1 
For a listing of the classical ~07ritings under this category, 

see Bibliography. 

2 
Kashmir Series of Texts and Studies,No LIV~(Srinagar: Depart.ment 

of Research. ,Govt. of Jammu and Kashmir~ 1931f). 

3 
J.C.Chatterji~ Op.Cit., pp 37. 
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be composed ill this branch and, by all accounts, believed to be the most 
, 

important 
N_ - / 4-

existing work of the Pratyabhijna is the Isvara-Pratyabhijna-

1 
Karika of Utpa1adeva: It has come to occupy a central position, .in the 

N __ 

Pratyabhijna literature. This philosophical branch of Trika_ is known as 

Pratyabhijpa because it is 
d~· 

Pratyabhijna meaning "recognition" which is 

conceived to be the mode of apprehension that leads to freedom. Often, 

the entire Trika tradition is referred to by the name Pratyabhij'il'a. 

-I A'_ 
A whole mass of literature grew around the .Isvara-Pratyabhijna-

!Carika of Utpaladeva. A greater part of the existing literature of the 

.Tr~ consists of commentaries on the Pratyabhij~a.-§rikas and' also works 

inspired by it. 

-/ '""'- - -Of the commentaries on the Isvara-Pratyabhijl1a-Karikas, the most 

important is the Vimar~ini of Abhinavagupta. 2 It is also known as the 

There is another cOID.T:lentary '(.ritten by Abhinavagupta known as 

the VivrU-·Vimar£ini3 or the Brhati. --0----- -.,-- But this is a comment~ry on a-gloss 

which >vas written on the Karikas by Utpaladeva. As the gloss of Utpaladeva 

is avai.lab1e only in a fragmentary form, the Vivrti-VimarS'inf is not very 
" 

1 
See Kashmir Series of Texts and Studies,Nos. lG~II, lG~III (Srinagar: 

Department of Research, Govt. of Jammu and Kashmir,1918, 1921 respectively). 

2 
Ibid., No. XXII. 

3 
Kashmir Series of Te'{ts and Studl' e"', i"os. LX LXII T V"<7 1938 1941 r_ _ ~'Y' .lJA \ , " • _ ~ 

1943 respectively. 
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intelligible. Abhinavagupta is held to have flourished toward the end 

1 of the 10th century and the begi.nning of the 11th century A.D. By all 

accounts, he i.s the most important figure belonging to the Trika tradition. 

His contribution to the field of Aesthetics is noteworthy. Abhinavagupta, 

is believed to be the author of numerous other works. 2 A few can be cited 

~ 3 - l. 
here, namely, Tantraloka - really his magnum opus ,~hy~nlalo~a_, 

~ar~mart~1~s~~ (in fact only an adaptation of a Sa.~.t.!:!;x!, \0]0r,k
5

). The next 

/_4 
important work to appear in this branch is the PratyabhiJna-Hrdayam of 

" 
Ksemaraja (11th Century A.D.)? 

<> 

1 
J,C.Chatterji, Op.Cit., pp 38. 

2 
For a list of all the works supposed to have been written by 

Abhinavagupta, see K.C.Pandey, Abhinavagupta, ChowkhaI:1ba Sanskrit Studies 
Vol. 1. (Varanasi: Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series ~ 1963) ,pp 27-77. 

3 
K.S.T.S., No. XXIII, Vol. 1, 1918. 

4 
B'a1apriya : A Commentary on Dhvanyaloka Locana, ( BanaJ:as: Chowkhamba 

Sanskrit-Series, 1940). 

5 
L.D. Barnett~trans. The Paramarthasara of Abhinavagupta (,dth Sanskrit 

Text)j Jour. Royal Asiatic Soc., Part 3~4., 1910., pp 707-747. For a 
discussion of the -relation between Paramarthasara and the Adharakariki 
Hhich vJaS used as tl~·, basis for the adaptation~ see S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri, 
The Pa'canlarthasal::d. of Adi~sa. (Bombay: Karnatak Publishin~ House ,1941) , 
Introduction, pp vli-xxi. 

6 
K.F.Leidecker,trans.,PratyabhiJ1i'ahrdayam (I-lith Sanskrit Text), G·fadras: 

Adyar Library, 1938), and JaidevaSingh, trans., 1:.E..atyct:Dhii!Jahrdayaffi, 
(with Sanskrit Text) (Delhi : Moti1el Banarsidass, 1963~ • 
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,v_ 

The Pratyabhijna far out~.,eighs in importance and philosophical 

content the other branches of the religio-philosophical tradition of the 

Tri.ka. It is only in the Pratyabhij~~ that the Trika attains the maturity 

of a serious philosophical system. 

In the present thesis we propose to concern ourselves vd.th the .,j, 

doctrine of self. and its powers specially in relation to the cognitive 

functions of remembrance and recognition, as elucidated in the Pratyabhij~

tastras . more sped.fically as given in the I£vara~Pratyabhi~a.-Kar:i.kas 
-------"1·_. 

and Vimar~ini. In the follovTing pages the PratyabhU~a philosophy will be 

,. -""_ / 
referred to as simply Saivism and the ,,'Titers on Pratyab}]!.::jna as the Saivas. 

,. -
Buddhism in Kasmir: 

One of the n~in concerns of the present thesis is to recapture 

I 
and reconstruct the dialogue between the Saiva and the Buddhist (as recorded 

in the I-P~ and IPV)l; it is therefore, in order to attempt to'enquire 

briefly into the particular form of Buddhism represented here. Hmvever, 

this is not an issue ~"hich can be settled with any degree of certainty, 

because the lEY. hardly mentions any names. This issue is further complicated 

by the fact that many systems of Buddhism flourished in the valley of Ka:m.'ir. 

1 

IPV 

- I .• ,,/._ 

If.I!,;, 15 the abbreviation for Isvara-PratYClbhijna-Karika and 
~r .-"; ...... _.( -r ------------------.. -----__ 

for Isvara-Pt"atyabhijna-VimarsinL For a list of abbreviations, 
see PP iv (th,.is thesis). 
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Our attempt will be first to present a brief history of Buddhism in 

-/ -Kasmir and then see whether we have enough evidence to hazard a guess 

as to the particular system of Buddhism presented in the I~vara-Pratyabhijna-

- r - • Buddhism was probably known in Kasmir before the time of -Asoka, but 

it was during his rule that Buddhism made its influence strongly felt9 

--I -because Kasmir became a_part of his empire. A~oka is said to have built 

many mona.staries in KaS'mir and given the whole valley itself as a gift to 

-I -The next occasion when the names of Kasmir and Buddhism were_found 

to be explicitly associated was during the rule of Kaniska (first century .. 
A.D.) • Kaniska is said to have held the fourth council of Buddhist 

~, 

scholars in Ka§mir. It was in Ka~mir that the Vibhasa texts of the 

Sarvastivadins Here composed. Thus, KaS'mir.remained for a:long time the 

seat of the Sarvastivadin School. 2 Beb:veen the period 100-500 -A.D. Ka£mi.~ 

became a great centre of Buddhist learning, nearly all the great Buddhist 

scholars (between A~vagho~a and Asanga) were supposed to have resided 

3 
there at some time or other. 

1 

- / -So, it can not be held that Kasmir always 

E.Conze, A Short History of Budd~ism (Bombay: Chetna Ltd, 1960),pp 42. 

2.Ihid • and see Stefan Anacker"Vasubandhu : Three Aspects .- A Study 
fI ' -- .---- -..-.----~ 

of A Bml~his~.~ilosoph~ (unpublished Ph.D" dissertation, University 
of Wi~consin, 1970), pp 18-22. 

3Conze,Op,Cit. ,pp 42. Also see R.K. Km." po~trine of ReE9Jl~~~:lon 
(Hoshiarpur: Vishveshvaranda Rese!!rch Institute, 1967) pp. 26, for support 
from authorHativ.e sources (eg. RilaIJliJJ;U1ti-3:n.i1.and J.N. Ganhar, P,N ... P?,phax. 
Buddhism in Kasi{ir and Lad.akh) for the associi:ltion of Buddhism and KaElItllr. 
-~-.. --,------,,,~\,.~~",,-"-~----
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remained a stronghold of Sarvastivad~ Buddhism. It is only logical to 

-I '7 • suppose that BuddhisP.J. in KasInl.r kept l.n touch ,·d.th and developed along 

1 with its development in the rest of the country. 

At the beginning of 
/ -

the 6th century Buddhism in Kasmir suffered 

. bId h" fH 2 a serlOUS set ace ue to t e l.nvaSl.on 0 uns. After their departure 

Buddhism was slowly restored to its former position. The Chinese traveller 

-/ -Yuan-Tsangy7ho visited India and Kasmir in the 7th century A.D. (63l-633) 

found Buddhism fairly thriving in Ka£mIr. Buddhism was fully revived in 

Ki;m!r in the 7th and 8th centuries A.D., during the rule of Karakota 

3 
rulers • 

. nut we have still net solved the. problem of determining the parti-

cular school of Buddhism which ~'7aS flourishing at the time of the advent 

of the Trika philosoph~ 
r-/-especially that of PratyabldJna, and is quoted 

A-" .. _ 

and refute.d in the Pratyabhijna works. 

1 
This contention is further supported by the existence of a Kashmirian 

school of Buddhism fOlmded by Dharmottara. Dhannottara was a follmver of 
Dharmak'irti's school of Buddhism. Though mainly concerned with logical 
and epistemological questions 9 DharmakIrti asd Dharmottara ,wuld seem to be 
in agreement with the basic position of ViJnanavada. See ... for an account 
of the Kashmirian schools of Dharmottara, Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic 
Vol I, (The Hague: Mouton and Co., 1958), pp 40 ffa -

2 
Conze,A Short History of Buddhis[;J, pp 65. 

3 
Ibid. 
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A comparative study of the arguments employed by Santaraksita in the 

• Tattvasamgrah?" to refute the soul-theory and the Buddhist arguments 

as quoted in the IPV might throw some light on the problem~ A comparison 

of both these sets of arguments reveals a striking similarity between 

them, 1~is similarity might provide a clue towards establishing 

the identity of the particular school of Buddhism referred to by Utpaladeva 

and Abhj.navagupta. There is a likelihood that it is the system of Buddhism 

represented by fantarak~ita and Kamala~ila which is referred to and refuted 

in the IPV. This conclusion follO\\1s from the fo11m.ring cOllsiderat:i.ons: 

/- 0 ,--

1. Historically, Santaraks~ta and Kama1asila flourished earlier than the . 
/ 

appearance of even Somananda I s Siva Drsti. It: has ~been ,establ:i.shed with 
----i7tJ"'" 

conclusive ".<! 
~-evidence that Santaraksita lived between 705·~762 A.D. . 

and Kamala~"ila betl\1een 713-763 A.D. I 

I 
2. An examination of the arguments employed by Santaraksita and Kamala~I1a 

<. 

to refute the soul-theory reveals the fact they are noticeably similar 

to the Buddhist arguments reconstructed by Utpa1adeva and Abhinavagupta 

against the self. The arguments "'hieh disproves the grounding of the 

changing mental states, impressions, cognition etc, in the self 

is similar to the one quoted in the Vimar~ini~ about. the difficulty 

of self being th~ substratum of memory impressions without forfeiting 

2 its etel~a1 character. 

1 
See Tattvasamgraha, Gaekwad's Oriental Series yo. XXX; Vol I j .. 

(Baroda: Central Library, 1926), pp vii ff. 
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I 
3. Santarak~ita and Kamala~Ila Hare certainly, Hith regard to empirical 

reality) 
.• • .J'/- _. 1 V1JnanavadJ,ns ' and believed in the sole reality of conscious-

ness~ And Abhinavagupta explicitly identifies the Buddhist he is attacking 

in the second Ahnika of the IPYrL as a Vij'rianavadin. 2 Besides ~ Abh:Lnavagupta 

makes pointed references to the doctrine of Vasana as accepted by the 

Vij'iianavacUns3 to account for the variety in our cognitions. 4 Abhinava-

gupta disputes the positing of Vas ana to account for the variety in our 

cognitions. In the process of refuting the Vasana doctrine he in fact, 

pits another school of Buddhism namely, Bahyarthanumeyava'din (Saut:r~~l!:.p~a) 

. h V' . .v_ -d' 5 agalust t e lJuanava In. But at the same time Abhinavagupta takes 

1 

2 
Tato JVa,yena prakafa-bahyanam-arthanam sadbh'avam vij~1'anavadopagata-

.". , .v ---~.---- --~~---vasanadusal1.ena drdhikrtam 3.sankya •••. , IPV.)I.V,Introductiono e t. ~v II? __ 

3 
Karma~o vasana graha-dvaya vasana saha; K§i1;).e purva~vipake'nyadvipake 

janayanti tat. See Vi~{apti-matrata-·siddhi of Vasubandhu,ed. Sw'ami 
Nahesvarananda 'Pushpa' ,(Varanasi : GitadhaIT!la Karyalaya, 1962),pp 4. 

4 
Na vasanaprabodho i tra vicitro hetu6imiyat 

vaicitrye ~im nibandhanam., IPK,I,V,5. 

5 
IPK,IPV., I,V, 4-5. 

Tasyapi tatprabodhasya 
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care to explain that he does. not concur ,\lith the Bah.yarthanumeyavadins 

and proves that the variety in cognitions is not due to the existence 

of external object but is a result of the diversification of consciousness 

itself.1 

However, these considerations are not conclusive .and·· do not 

establish our thesis with any degree of finality. But they certainly 

lend some support in favour of our contention that possibly it is the 
/ 

school of Santaraksita and Kamala£ila that is dealt 'with in the IPV. 
v 

One striking feature stands out from this study of the encounter 
,... 

between the Sai,ta and the Buddhists viz, the enormous impact Buddhism 

? 
had on the Pratyabhi.:f~~, both in thought and language.·' The choic:e of 

./ 

the word .~-1johana to describe the differentiating pmver of Siva is clearly 
~~-~ 

an instance of Buddhist influence, as the Buddhist theory of language is 

called the ~~ ~heory. Apoh~ is employed in the sense of negating 

what is other than itself (anEPohc~). This is approximately the function" 

f d '''' ". ,/ 1" E or power 0 lIferentiatlon, Le.) .?-roi1ai1..'~ saKtl s~nce dii:ferentiation 

also implies the mutuality or reciprocalness of negation. In this way 

1 
IPK,IPV., I,V,3 6-9. 

2 
Scholars have suggested that the choice of the word dl'sti in 

Somananda's .York celarly shmls a Buddhist influence) see J. C:Cl~terji9 
Op.Cit. 9 PP 18. The usual word employed in Brahmanical and Agaroic philo
sophic:al literature to denote philosophy iS 9 dars'ana. 
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numerous other instances could be found to exhibit the impa~t of Buddhism 

" 1 on Saiva thought. Be.sides, we can not also rule out the influence of 

/ 
Saiva thought on Buddhism, specially, if ,,,e keep in mind that the 

l -- , 
'scriptual l or cannonical wTiting on which Kasmir Saiva texts are 

based claim great antiquity. In the absence of clear historical documen-

tation it is not possible to d.etermine who in.fluenced whom. 

The VDst body of Agama--Spanda literature which is skimmed through 

with masterly skill by Abh:i.navagupta in .Tantialo~~_ belonged to an. uncer-

tain age and s t:t1l remains an open area for research. \·]hat stands out 

I 
clearly underscored in the debate and discussion betw'een the Sai.va and the 

Buddhist is the impact that Buddhist I!idealism" had on the cont.ent of 

/' / 

Saiv:i.sm. Hhil.e the Sa:Lva philosophical developments that took place 

in other parts of In.dia betray a strong rectlistic predilection. in their 

. _/_ 1', 
ontology,tlie Kasnir Salva thought stands distinguished by virtue of its 

2 
bias toward Ifldealism". He ,,,ill not go far 'wrong if He credit: the 

Buddhist "i.dealist" with quickening this drive to,vard ffldealisnll within 

;I 
the corpus of Saiva writings. 

-------------, -_._------

lRow~vei, ··the !ai.'i,a concept of L.ll?0h!~p:il,- LalQ:j;. is not a straight 
borrmving of the Buddhist theory of language bllt is adopted I\lith S01ne 
modificatj.on. For an exhausti:ve tre.atment of the other instances of 
Buddhist influence on Saiv:Lsm see R.K. Ka'Vl, 0)1. CiL p. 37. 

2.~ 1 11-." ,-.l!or t,le exact sense of J.aealiS1'1 in the context of Saiva 
thour;ht see infra. Idealism means a distinctive philosophical standpoint 
v1he1'e everything is traced to awareness, I!'!, IP~, I, V, 8-9. 



CHAPTER II 

THE BUDDHIST'S CRITIQUE 

In this chapter, we propose to reconstruct the Buddhist's arguments 

against the self in the form in which they have been presented in the 

IPK and IPV. 

As He have noted earlier in Chapter I, the reality of self for 

;' 
the Saiva is evidenced by our experience. Our introspective experience 

Th~ persisting 

"I-·consciousne3s ll is the expf~rientiel evidence for self, c • 
~or a COnSC10tlS-

ness that eacurcs spanning the cliEti.nctions of time~ th-:! ii1terval between 

the separate cogrtitions. 

Hore specifically ~ in the present context, 1;7hat the Buddhist dispyt.es 

is the persistence of the "I-consci.ousness tl and the arguH,ent, both implied 

and explicit, that the "I-ar"arenesstl is a sufficient proof of a per[;1an2nt~ 

eternal self. The Buddhist, as Hill bi2 shO\m in the next chapter 1 provides 

the historic antithesis, doctrinally speaking, to the ~itman theory advocated 

with varying emphases by the generality of "Brahmanical" schools. The 

Buddhist exhibits, in his philosophy, the need for a neH formal construction~ 

by a critical analysis of the philosophical tradition and of the forms 

27 
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and categories that are employed by it,showing how these prove inadequat.e 

to their func tion. The analysis, to anticipate what is to follm·;r is under-

taken to indicate the 10cu~ of this inadequacy viz the pos.tulation of a. 

persisting self in the form of the knm-7ing I or an acting I. Appea.ling to 

the same experience as evidence, the Buddhist asserts that a permanent, 

. self·-lum:lnous selLis never experienced. 1 

The Buddhist elaborates this point by saying that a careful 

analysis of experience reveals to us nothing of a persisting nature; 

we only find separate cognitions, perceptions, recognitions, doubts~ 

remembrance etc., Hith their different objeets, characterized by diff

erent ternpora.l-dis·tinctions 2• 

However, a general distinc.tion among the transitory cognitions 

is discernible. The cognitions can be divided into t,vo general types: 

(1) Indeterminate cognitiop.s (nirvik~ka) and (2) Determinate cogntion~ 

(savika1paka) • The disting~ishing feature of the indeterminate cogni~ 

tion is that its object, does not have any thing in CO~ilon with other 

objects. The features of the objects of: indeterminate c.ognition are 

1 
Iha atma sa~1Vit svabhavah sthirah iti-tavadayukta~n~ sthirasya, 

svapra.katasya apraka~anat. IPy'., 1: II, 1. I> 

2 
.- """" (I ,,/'./'.,.... 4t _ _" 

Nanu svalabganabhasam jnanamekam param puna~; Sabhilapam vika1.-
pakhya;o bahudha napi taddvl1yam. lR:~., I, 11,1. and 

__ • ... .. ~ ... 1. .... ...-

Tathah1 ghataprakaso, ghatavikalp(\, ghatapratyabhijna t ghatasmrtih, 
ghat:otprek~a - ityadi.rupe1;}a jKananyeva pr.aka§ante, bhinna.-kalani, bhinn~- <l 

visayani, bhinnakarani ca. IPV. ,1,11,1. D ., ~ __ • 
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absolutely tlull.ique ll (svalaksana) to it, it has absolutely no similarity 

whatsoever with other objects. Consequently the indeterffiinate cognition i.s 
. 1 

ineffable. 

Determinate cognition, on the other hand is the apprehension not 

of the '.'uniquelt (svalaksana) 
------.... 'a- bare particular but rather of an object that 

1 1 " d 0 0 01 h b' 2 las qua ltles an J_S Slml ar to ot er 0 Jects. 

It is not ineffable ~ but involves expression in \.;rord7 as the pre-

requisites of linguistic expression are present in the object : these are 

a synthetic activity of remembrance, comparison,spanning a variety of 

places, times and qualities'. 3 All determinate eognition arises presupposing 

the indetcIT.linate cognition, the sensible core of the indeterminate cognition~ 

----_. --------------
1 
Tatra nfla-prak3'tal;1 I svalak~alJabhasam j'rianam t. "Sva&1I anyananuyayi 

svariipa~samkocabhagi "laksanamll de§akaUikararupam yasya tasya abhasah, Tat 
avikalpakam visayabhede'p:L ~kajatIyam svarupe l tad vaicitrye karanabhavat~ 
Vikalpe hi vai~itrya karaI}am abhilapal.;t sa ca atra nasti. IPV.,· I jI)L 

2 
'Param' ibi ca'anyarupam samanya lak~aI}am tasya vi~aya~o _IP,,-.,I,II~1. 

3 

sarvasya vikalpasya sak~at, paramparyer:a va nirvikalpaka mulatv&t .. 
IPV.,I,II~l. 
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The indeterminate cognition acquaints us with the sense-given, the 

_ 'determinate cognition involves construction of an image (according to 

cetain innate patterns) around that core of sense-perception· (the indeter-

minste cognition). 

Our examination of experience reveals to us only these t1vO types 

of cognitions. These two taken together exhaust the whole range of our 

experience. Apart from perceiving these two kinds of cognitions "t-le do 

not perceive anything at all. 

In particular,we do not perceive a cognizer, i.e., the self either 

. 1 as related to t.hese two cognitions or as their SUDstratum. In whatever 

direction ~ve look, we fail to perceive a persisting consciousness, · .. an 

enduring perceive~ apart from the perceptions. 

/ 
The Saiva, however, is not convinced. He maintains that self 

shines through all our experiences as is disclosed by statements of the 

kind : "I know", !II am certain", "I remember this", The Buddhist, · ... in 

answer, to this challenge raises a counter-question Is such experience 

I 
Syadetat, yallagnasau parampara so'pi abhati - iti;tanna , yato 

dvayamapi etad avikalpetararupmn na anyasya I kasyacid' etadatiriKtasy.a: 
1dra~~ul1! anubhavitu~ sambandhi,. IPV~ ,1,I1,2. 
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as is embodied in "I knmv" sufficient proof to establish the reality of 

self)- of an enduring consciousness? The "I-experience" in such cases, 

does not indicate a permanent, eternal self that persists as the substratum pf 

co'gnitfo-ns -_ but rather, this "I-experience" is only a determinate cognition. 1 

Being a determinate cognition the "I-experiencell at most, stands either for 

the series of physical-elements as is evident from statements If I am thin", 

"I am fat", or for the series of psychical events expressed in statements 

of the kind " I::am happy" _ etc. 2 

A careful,critical, phenomenological inspection of the "I-experiencelf 

does noi: v7arrf'Lnt the adrrdssioIl of a single, persisting, element in our 

cognitions; the "I" is rather 1;"hat appears and disappears along with every 

determinate cognition. Being a nere determinate cognition the "I" is as 

transitory as anyone of them and cannot be invested with the permanence 

which the ~aiva claims for it. 3 

------------------------------

1 
Nityasya kasyacid 

~arIradyavasayini. IPK., 
yaya!,l • .!-PV., I, II, 2-.-

2 

d I - - 0 -rastustasyatranavabhasatah; Aham pratitirapyesa 
1,11,2. , and Aham-iti sabdanuviddho vikalpa p;at-

Nanu tathapi kim anena vikalpy.ate, ~arirasantano va kr~o!ham -
ityadi pratyayat, J~ana santana va ~ukhvahaIll - ityadi prat:It~h. Natvarthi-
yasca san~anam eva sPI§ati natiriktam. ~IPV.,I,II,2. d 

3 
Etaduktam bhavati - aha{fl pratitireva tavat na atma, tasya-api vikalpa 

rupatvat asthairyacca. 1PV., I,11,2 and also, Tathapi sainvit samvedya vyati-
riktasya atmano na siddhih. 1PV., 1,II,2 • . •. _-
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The foregoing account may be seen as bringing into open the point 

/ 
at issue bet"l'Teen the Saiva and the Buddhist. The problem to which both 

of them address themselves is : hO\<1 to account for the "invariant" mode 

characterising a cognitional series subject to constant variation , how 

to account for the continuance that is characteristic of a continuous 

/ 
cognitional series? The Saiva accounts for the continuity by positing 

a persistin.g consciousness, Le., that which continues or endures spanning 

the distance between cognitions. The Euddhist, hmolever t contends that 't-lhen 

either the corporeal series (£arIra-santana) or trenon~corporeal (jn~-

san6ina) series 'would serve the purpose, Hhy posit a self? {mat then is 

the necessity for invoking a "continuant II (~antani) in addition to the -

• 1..' ( - '? co'nt:].nuant::.\~ of tile serl.es ~~ana). 

I 
The Saiva is not ready to give ~n so easily to the Buddhist. The 

Buddhist may~ if he wants, explain the "I-experience" away, but the pheno-

menon of memory and recognition would be impossible to explain without 

accepting self. An explanation of how memory takes place would put the 

Buddhist with his no-self position, in a difficult spot. It is true 

that the direct experience of th20bject is particular and perishing. But 

there is remembrance w'hich accompanies direct experience. 1 This can be 

1 
Athanubhava-vidhvamse smrtis tadanurodhini; Katham bhavenna nit yah 

sya,datma yady-anubhavaka1;l. IPK. :1,11,3. .. 
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explained only on the supposition that the perceiving self is permanent 

and persists spanning the distance bet~veen the direct experience and later 

remembrance. 

The vel:y fact that remembrance 01: recollection takes place goes to 

prove that-·"·.there is something that retains and revives the former direct 

experience, viz the self. It is after all undeniable that remembrance 

as a phenomenon takes place. HoW' is this intelligible if after the 

destruction of the former direct experience, something does not continue 

to exist? And this something is the experiencer (anubhavakah).l 
" 

The direct experience of the object having perished, asks the Buddhist 

in reply ~ hm-I can even the self help in explaining memory? The mere 

uninvolved~ presence of self is of as little assistance to the rise of memory 

as the existence of space. 2 Our experience of memory shows that the direct 

experience of the object is completely lost; so even if the "self" we1:'e to 

persist it cannot help to explain I:lemory. There has to be something more 

1 
Sarvatha yadi anubhavo dhvastah, tada tad praka:s'arupa katha~ smrtih-· .. .. ~ 

taddvarena arthavisaya.syat taya ea sarvo vvavaharah kriyamanah drstah ity 
asau sva~upena anapahvanlya, sati anubhavasya na~e kimcit c);vin;st;~"a~e
dayati. T~d~va ca anubhavakartr anubhavitrrupam atma anubhaval~~~nityah -
iti iyadeva atma siddherj1vitam: IPV., I, Ii, 3. ~ 

2 
Yadi atma ka£cidasti ki~ tena. Etadapi hi vaktavyam akafamapi asti 

iti. IP~.) 1,11,3. 
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than the mere uninvolved presence of self to help make memory possible. 

Memory is possible according to the Buddhist, not because something persists 

from the earlier experience to the later act of remembrance, but because 

the direct experience leaves behind certain traces or impressions Hhich. 

when revived lead to the remembrance of the previously experieilced object. I 

It is the residual traces, not the self, ~"hich are ins trumental in bringing 

2 about memory. If the residual traces or impressions (sa~skaras) themselves . ----------
and~ indeed, alone are, in the sel~ice of making memory possible, why admit 

a self? The self thus, becomes a superfluous entity. 3 The sensible courSE. 

"Tould be to retain only the impressions "{"hieh are resp-onsible' for 'memory and 

do away with the burden of a useless self. So, all the activities of the 

ld b d f ] 1 . f h' . L~ wor can e accounte or very we. ~n terms 0 t e ~mpress~ons. As the 

carrying of .a useless thing only spells trouble, so the admission of a perma-

5 
nent self, t.hat h.as no usefulness only leeds to unnecessary speculation. 

1 
Atha ucyate- na kevalena atmana etat siddhyati, apitu anubhava-saihskaro f 

pi atra upayogi - iti, tarhi sa evastu, kim atmana? IPV.~I~II,3. . 

2 
Anubhavena hi samskaro janyate svocitah, samskara~ca praktanarupa~ 

sthitim sthapayati, akrsta ~akhades'cirasamvarhtasya vivarcyamanasya bhur
j"ade\1. I~V. ,I,II.4~ and ·Yato hi purvanubhava samskaratsm.:r;ti--sambhavalt.IPK,I,II,5 

3 
Yadyevam antargaquna koYrtha~ syat sthayinatmana. IPK.,I,II,5. 

4 
SarlTam hi sarllskarena j agad-vyavahara--kutumbaka~ krtakaravalambam -i ti. .. " IPV.,I.II,5. 

5 
Evam tax'hi 'antargaqu1]' yatha ayasaya param, tadvat atma sthirah 

kalpanay2.sa~-matraphala? - iti kim tena. IPy".,I,II,5. " 
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The Saiva objects here by saying that the impressions (samskaras) 

may surely be responsible for effecting memory, but the impressions cannot 

float in a vacuum. They need a resting place, a seat or a substratum 

(- / ) ~ h i 1 . -f 1 asraya. Anu t is rest ng pace 1S se.l-. 

~1hat good can COQ.e, asks the Buddhist in replY7 of accepting self 

as the substratum or support of the impressions? If self) which is tht~ 

support of impressions is affected by them, then it loses its eternal 

character. If the impressions reside in the self without affecting it~ 

then the impressions are as good as nothing to the se1f.
2 

The dilemma is obvious enough : Either the impressions affect the 

self in some way or do not affect it at all. If -they affect 11he intrinsic 

nature of self, then the self is no longer eternal and it becomes a changing 

thing no different from the impressions themselves. If, on the ether hand, 

1 
.. -I -

Nanu tasyaiva samskarasya asrayo vakta~Ja~;sa hi gu~atvad a~rayam· 
apeksate; ·yai3.~rayah sa .atma.s-yat.L

.'., IPV., I,II,5. 
- d q 

2 
~ ~ ..-....... - ,; 

I,ha samskare jayamane, yadi atmano viseyaQ..Jsa tarhi avyatiriktah 
iti na nitya atma syatjatha na kaElcit asya viS'·e~a~~ tena .tarhi kim ... 
IP~.,I,II,6., and 

Dharmayoge nityat"ahanih, anyatha kim tena. Taduktam: 
ki~ vyomnallcarmanyasti. tayoh~phalam; Carmopama§cetso'nityah 

~. ~ 

dasatsamah. IPV.,I,II,6. 
N --

Varsatapabhyai 
• I' 

khatulyasce-
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the impressions subsist in self Hithout modifying it in any ~vay, the self 

cannot be said to be the remembering agent (smart~ as its original unremem

bering and unaffectable nature remains intact. l Thus the concl11sion is 

forced on us that it is the residual traces or impressions (samskaras) 

1 h · h k . 11" bl 2 a one VI. lC rna. e memory l.nte_ J.gJ. e. The supposition of a remenberer 

apart from the impressions is a fiction. 3 

The Buddhist objections force us to conclude that the admissi.on of 

/ 
self does not make things easier for the Saiva. The nr-,experience" which 

/ 
was held by the Saiva to be an enduring mvareness and. thus a sure proof of 

self) turns out to be only a species of a determinate cognition."as transitory 

as anyone of them. Nor is the existence of self felt to be necessary to 

present an intelligible and adequate account of memor.yo Hemory is adequately 

explained in terms of residual traceR (sams~::.~), 

'" The Buddhist~s central objection to the Salva doctrine of self can be 

sunnned up as follows : no self is ever experienced and cognitions can by 

themselves, 'without the supposition of an enduring, constant consciousness, 

explain all experiences including memory. 

1 
Atmano'bhinnesu dharmesu' a~gikriyamanesu tesu satsvapi. atmanah 

t svartipe I vise~£:bha.v~t sa ta';at atma snr-tau ~ n~ vyapriyeta asm~rtrrL1pa:' 
asamskrtarupadi--pracya~rupanapay-at - iti. IPV. 9 1,11,6. . .... t· __ 

2 
Iti "samskar"adeva smrteh siddhih". IPV .• )1,11,6. 

"<i' .. 

3 
Sanskarat snll'tisiddhau syat smarta drasteva kalpitah. IPK., I, IT..;p 

C" - ~('J .0 ....z. __ 

.' 



CHAPTER III 

THE STANDPOINT OF BUDDHISM 

/ 
The basic issue between the Saiva and the Buddhist v outlin.ed in 

the previous chapter may now be seen against the backdrop of the general 

Buddhist outlook~ especially its standpoint of no-self and its 111etaphysi-

cal settjll1g. The Buddhist doctrine of no-self cannot be studied in 

isolation from the rest of the Buddhist thoughte In particular, the 

doctrine of no-self can be appreciated only in the light of the Buddhist 

understanding of real:Lty as impermanent, which again in turn implies 

1 
ipai~ as the pervasive feature of reality. To become aware of pain and 

its "cause" vis-a-vis impermanence and non-substantility is the gno-

seological counterpart of the Brahmanical thesis about self, knovrledge 

of \vhich is the sale means to freedom. 

---------,. ~ .. ----.----.-.~. 

1 
"It isabasic tenet of Buddhism that Itall conditioned things" 

in other ,vords all factors of our normal experience share three features 
or llmarksil (laksana). They are (1) illlpe:t1nanent'arii~ca);. (2) ill) 
and (3) "not-self".r! Edw'ard Conze ~ Buddhist Thought in India ~ 
(Arm Arbor Paperbacks : The Univers:I.ty of i.rlcbigan Press, 1970)) pp 34~ 

37 



Impermanence~ which is the basic mark of the real means that 
:' j , 

everything changes all the time. Things and persons last for an 

38 

infinitesimally small duration, very much shorter than what vTe normally 

suppose. Thus, in its first and most basic formulation, Buddhism is 8, 

thorough-going philosophy of becoming. Change is the most pervas:i.ve 

feature of all reality, material as well as mental. Later on~ this in-

sight about the impermanenc,e of reality is developed into a rigorous doc-

trine of momentariness of the real. 

The other "marRllo f the real that impermanence entails, stresses 

the non-substantiality of things. Things are not only without duration 

but. they are also devoid of an "inner~corell. An analysis of our uncritical 

ViCvl of things .<]ould se:;:ve to show the significance of the prev'ious 

statement. Our unreflective view of an object~ e.g.~ chair is that over 

and above its visible qualities, there is a kind of "corelt in-it~ "a some-

thingll which holds the qualities together and which does not change though 

the qualities may change. It is precisely: -'this I~core", '-this somet:hing~ 

over and above the qualities t-1hich is denied by the notion of non-subs-

tantiality. A thing or a person is only what appears~ there is no addit.ional 

Hco:ce" o;r "depth" that holds the apperances. The ftappearances il are the 

only reality~ This is true of all aspects of existence, material as well 
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as mental. In the case of persons this analysis .. "o·uld imply the non-

existence of soul or selfl , of an immutable Itcore" consciousness; the 

mental states, the feelings alone are real. 

He can sum up again the ontological presupposition underlying 

the Buddhist analysis of experience as clearly enunciated in the early 

philosophical formulations of Buddhism by stating that reality consists 

of a series of existents that are momentary and discrete; there is 

no unity lurking behind the series of impermanet existents (~~f!)' 

This picture one su.rely gets from the Pali canons~ 'fhe Pali canons 

merely declare reality to be imperma.nent and transitiory: it is only 

in subsequent developments of Buddh:f.sll1 that this basic insight about 

1 
. In thls connec.tion the sage Nagasena's dialogue with King 

Hilinda as recorded in Ml1indapanho.i is extremely relevant. Here, 
in a series of searching questions Nagasena demonstrates to Mi1inda that 
as the word chariot is only a convenient designation for the aggregate 
of pole, axle, ·wheels, etc.) so a person too is merely a name for the 
aggregate of braiu t hair, form, sensation, perception; there is nothing 
apart from these. See, Milindapailho II. Ll., in H. S. Warren, Buddhism 
in Translations,Harvard Oriental Series 3 5 sixth issue, (Cambridge,Mass! 
Harvard University Press.!! 1915) ~ pp 129--133. 

2 
See, SamyutE.!: Nika1.a Chapt. XXII,I, Sut.2 and Chapt. XXXV,I,Suts 

1.12, i.n 1".L. Wood~lard, trans. Sa~tta NikaE~Parts III, IV, Pall 
Text Society Translation Series No. 13,14, (London: Luzac and co., 1954, 
1956») pp 20-24, and 1--14 respectively. See also Samyutta ~~diya,ii,66, 
in E.J. Thomas., The.!-ife of Buddha ~~~~]ld and History, (Ne", York: 
Alfred A. Knopf~ 1927), pp 88-89. 
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impermanence is seen as entailing the momentary nature of exi.stence~ In 

later Buddhism (especially in the Sautrantika) sustained attempts are 
__ ... _YM ___ ··_·" 

made to turn the doctrine of the impermanence of existence into a 

doctrine of momentariness of things, strictly on the basis of' rigorous, 

2 
a priori arguments. 

As Buddhism itself came to be identified to a great extent, 'tV'ith the 

doctrine of- 'momentarieness and as it is in this form that it is inter-

preted and cri.ticised in milch of later Brahmanical philosophical litera.-

':l 

ratureJ
, it tvould be desirable. to provide here a brief outline of this 

1 
¥lThings are impermanent (uJ.l1c·ca) in early Buddhism; they are 

not: literally momentary a refinement of later thought". A.B. Keith, 
)3uddhi~~ Philos.9EEY in India a~U·~~n. (Oxford : The ClarC11don llress, 1923), 
pp 92. And also, IIT.his notion of change is carried by the Buddhist to its 
logical culmination~ viz~ the momentariness of things, T.hough Buddha 
had himself declared every thing to be impermanent, its logic '~las not 
adequately elaborated till the advent of the great Sautrantikas •. Buddhism 
had, from the very outset discerned three pervasive features of alL existenc-e 
(anitya, anatma, dukha). ~ihat the Sautrantika does is not to add anything 
to this basic insight but to secure a logical foundation for it". 
A.K.Chatterjee, Facets of Bud~hism~ (Culcutta : Sanskrit College, 1975), pp 7. 

2 
For the classical argument for 11l0mentariness~see,RatnakirtiVs 

~anabh~~~~~9E! in S~hist NY~Tr.acts,ed. by llaraparasad~ Shastri 
(Bibiliothesa Indica~ 1910~ ~ pp 20-/7, and The Tatt¥asa~raha of _Santaraksit~ 
lvith the pailjika. ~._~~~.~~as·ila,Op.Cit. verses 350-475. Eor a modern "'. 
exposition of this a:cgwnent see 9 Satkari Mookerjee, The Buddh~.?t Philosophy-' 
of Universal Flu.x, (Calcutta : The Culcutta Univeri.sty Press) 1935) and also 
Th.Stcher-batskYf Buddhist J..,?g~s:., Vol. I, (The Hague : Mouton and Co, 1958)>> 
pp 79ff. 

3 
See,EoJ. Thomas, History of Buddhist Thought,(Londoll : Routledge 

B.nd Kegan Paul Ltd., 1951)~ pp 165. 



doctrine. The momentariness of the real is established by the Sautrantika 

Buddhist by drawing out the full implicati.ons of the criterion of reality 

1 
understood as Ilcausal-efficiency" (~th~lE.qlli.l~.it.'?:~. The capacity to 

produce effects is the mark of reality. According to the Buddhist t the 

capacity to produce effects cannot belong to a permanent :object. This 

conclusion follows from the follm"ing considerations •. 

If the permanent which lasts for many moments, is supposed to be 

productive, then it can be urged that all the moments _ during vlhich the 

object is supposed to last must participate in treproduc.tion,of that effect& 

But this is impossible since the preceding moment carrot overlap with the 

las t JilOIDent to partid pate in producing the effect. PB t.he permanent obj ect 

cannot conveivably be productive~ it is not real~ Further the Buddhist 

argument demonstrates that productivity not only implies the non-efficiency 

of the permanent, it. ~ also implies the momentariness of the c':lusal1y 

efficient object. If an object ~s efficient or productive, it must be 

so always.3 A thing cannot remian unproductive for a certain length 

of time and then suddenly become productive~ 

1 
See Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist L~tVol I, Op.Cit.,pp 90. 

2 
Ibid. 

3 
Ibid. 

I" 
Ibid. 
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The object therefore must produce its effect at once or it will 

never produce it. The common-sense', uncritical view' that th:!-ngs remain 

unproductive and unchanged for a certain length of time then suddenly be-

gin} to change t is false. To be productive means to be changing every 

moment. Every mometi: is a perishing to be succeeded by a new birth. 

Perishing is not an accidental character of the moments but is built into 

the very structure of things; Thus change receives a radically new inter-

pretation. Change or becoming is not the transformation of one moment 

into another nor the change of somethings> but rather it is the imrnediate 

and complete replacement of one entity by another 0 Change signifies a 

succession of discrete moments. Each moment is uniqte (svalaksana) flashing 
..... - ........... ,..~*'iZ4_-

into existence for a fleeting moment and then perishing-,to: be: replaced-by a 

2 neW' one. In the process of deepening the Buddhafs insight about the imper~ 

manence and the non-substantiality of existence 9 later Buddhism (~r~l1tika 

Buddhism) comes to propound a doctrine of momentary evanescent elements 

that flash into life for an instant before disappearing into oblivion. 

'rhe same logic leads the Buddhist to deny the reality of universal 

(sa~) ~ substance (dra~, and ",holes (~vayavin). The-particulars alone 

1 

Ibid, pp 94. 

2 
Ibid, pp 96-98. 
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are real, the universal is only a thought construct (EraJ~aptl), the 

qualities alone are real, there is no substance over and above the qualities. 

All aspects of reality, material as .vell as mental· exhibit th·ese--·features 

of momentariness~ discreteness and particularity. The real for the Buddhist 

is "not only an instant lacking duration, but a spatial point lacking all 

magnitude and diversity as well".l 

However, it might be thought that such a view of reality 'tv-hicb. 

cuts up all things, material as 1;v-ell as mental into discrete bits does 

grave violence to the felt continuity in our thought and action. There 

J_8 an undeniable continuity in our experience; there is no abrupt break 

or rupture between the past and the present as the theory of discrete 

moments would imply. How is th,~ continuity to be squared with the theory 

of discrete self-contained units of becoming? 

The Buddhist woulq urge that this continuity can very well be 

e:x-plained w·ithil1 the frame"tvorI< of the theory of discrete moments themselves9 

Though discrete and non-overlapping, Le. self-contained (unique), the 

moments are not law-less, haphazard. Their emergence and disappearance 

are not chaotic. The moments follow an ordered sequence. The or.der 

consists in the fact that each arises bearing the "impr.esstl of t.he imme-

diately preceding moment and the qualities of the present momemnt in their 

---------.--.---~------~------ --------------------
]. 

TR.V.Murti, !~e Cent:r~l_~ilo~ophy of Btlddhism~2n.d ed., 
(London : George Allen and Umlin, 1960), pp 72. 
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turn \o1"i11 be transmitted to the :i.mmediately succeeding one. Thus, it is 

in terms of such a ser:i.es of successive transmissions or the inheritance 

of the legacy of the past by the immediately succeeding moment that 

"I 
continuity is to be understood. The tethnical-Buddhist:expression 

to describe this process of inheriting from the past and bequething to 
_ 2 

the future is Pratityasamut£..ada. The '!!1ay the present ie"" -due to -what- the 

past was. Each moment is born with the heritage of the immediately pre~ 

ceding one. 

Thus ~ the continuity of 'thought, of action~ vlhich 1,8 such an un-

questioned aspect of our experience~ can be explained adequately in terms 

of a series of. discrete, self~conta.ined mcmentso There would not seem to 

be any necessity to posit a persisti"J1g~ eternal consciousness whic.h under-

lies the cha.nging stutes. As '\;.)'i11 be seen soon, the positing.of . such ,:-

a consciousness far from solving problems leads to insurmountable difficu1-

ties. 

It might be urged that perhaps unconscious, blind continuity can 

be explained with the doctrine of PratitI!l.saJ\lutpad~9 But what about bondage~ 

freedom and cognitive activities like knowledge~ memory and recognition? 

----~---------------.--------------------------------

1 
See,Satkari Mookerjee, The Buddhist Philosoph~ Universal, Flux~. 

Op.Cit' t pp 65 - 68 

2 
Ibid., pp 65 
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Can these be explained adequately within a theory of pure flux? All of 

them call for the consciousJsustained activity of an agent. A theory 

of flux, of a series of discrete moments ~.;ould break down in attempting 

to explain such complex phenomena. 

Such observations, however, are only reflec.tive of an uncritical 

attitude" the Buddhist vlOuld say. He proceeds to show !:hat it is the -

theory of a persisting consciousness that breaks dcnm while explaining 

bondage~ freedom and knowledge. The Buddhist demonstrates that the accep-

tance of self~ in fact cannot be compatible with a satisfactory explana-

tlon of bondage and freedom. A little reflection will reveal to us, says 

the BIlddhist ~ that freedom implies a change of conditio"fi 1 a change from 

the previous state of being bound. Freedom means the emergence of a nov£d 

condition. 

Here the que.stion may be asked whether this change in condition 

-
belongs to the self or not. If it belongs to the self and is ide.ntified 

"7ith the self, then being a new condition, a change from the previous 

state~ t.he self too vdll be modified and thus wil.l lose its eternal charac-

tere If freedom is not to be identifi.ed with the self but is held u to 

hang loose from the seIfH then the self continues to be in its pl"evi.ous 

bound state and \"i11 not be liber.ated.
1 

1 
T ~ h d P .tV. "1 - 0 Ci V 546 ~t::.vasi:1E.1.Bra a an an]J..ca., p. t. erse • 



Strange as it may sound> it is the Buddhist theory of flux 

that can provide a satisfactory explanation of bondage and liberation. 

Bondage is nothing but the fact of consciousness being in the grip of 

ignorance and freedom is the dissociation of consciousness from the 

- 1 shackles of avidyao So what is needed for the understanding of freedom 

is a theory that allows for change with no loss of the effects of the 

previously performed action& Both of these are secured by the theories 

of flux and J?rad~a.s~~ltE~d~. It may be urged that voluntary action 

lvould be impossible of explanation. without the supposition of a permanentl) 

intending agent. l'hfl Buddhist is quick to point: out that it is precisely 

the soul-thoery, a th~o1.·y of an eternal , unchanging soul-entity that fails 

to account for voluntary action. For action of any ki.nd pre-supposes 

change or alteY."ati(m. which 1.s incompatible with the eternal immutable 

2 
nature of the sQul--substance4 

HemlH'Y and recognition do not require a self in order to be 

e..~plairlf::d adequately. In order that memory and recognition may take place 

it is enough if the impressj.ons of the direct experience are retained 

and kept on being transmitted thropgh the successive moments until they 

1 
Ibid., Verse 544. 

2 
Ibid., Verse 546. 
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are revived at the appropriate time.
l 

It is neither logically nor 

epistemologically necessary that the remembering moment must be identical 

"dth the cognising moment as the identity of the series, the continuum is 
2 

sufficient to explain memory. The possibility of 'the;:said memory 

appearing in a different series simply does not arise because the relation 

of cause and effect (Prat1~I.asamutJ:a~) which is the basis for memory~ 

3 simply does not hold betw'een the moments of tw'o different series. Recog-

nition would closely follow remembrance and so the theory of pure flux 

is not at all at variance with cognitive ac,tivities. 

Here it vIil.l not be out of place to present the Buddhist classi-

ficati.on of the ultilllate elements or existence (qharl1l{!.§.) into the skandha 

(hea.ps or groups) ~ Eyatana (literally doors) and dhat~ (elements). The 

classifica.tion is undertaken "lith the purpose of demonstrating that vlhat 

appears to our uncritical vision as the "unified being" or :i.ndividual can 

be analysed into the several mental states without the residu~ of a soul 

-------- ----_ .. _._----, 
1 

11 wben any obj ect has been e:<.perienced a seed of memory is 
implanted in the consciousness continuum, and in the course of timet on 
the ripening of seed,.~memory comes causally into being without the inter-· 
V'ention of any needless entity like a thinker, and so \ve can explain 
recognition", See t A.B. Keith., Op.Cit. pp 171 

2 
T • h P N. "1- 0 C' t V "43 attvasamgra a aU.Jl (a, p. ~ -., erse J _ • 

3 
Ibid. 



1 
or of a substance, i.eo, a persisting consciousness. 
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The ska~~ classification represents the attempt to demonstrate 

that what we c<:lll our "personality" is only a conventional grouping 

of disparate elements. The group of skandhas includes the elements that 

go into the make:-.. up of a personality. These are matter (rU:~)>> feelil1.gs 

(vedana)9 perceptions (samj~a), impulses (~mskara), consciousness (~.~. 

Mattertthe first 12kandha to be mentioned in the classification represents 

the material or physical elements of a personality. The groups of percep-

tions are six, corresponding to the six sense~organs. Impulses (~amsKara) 

are V'ol:f.tions, striv:Ll.1gs, and tendencies whether.conscious.or repressed. 

The second classifi.cat:Lon into the E'y'atanas. is made with a view 

to a division int.o the cogl1ithre faculties and their objects. These are 

the six. cognit:·i~.re f acul ties and six types of correspol1ding objects. 

The ~..rord aya.~~ means door and thus ayat~ would seem to. constitute 

literally the doors ·for the emergence of consciousness. 

The Ehatu classification is a further elaboration of the ayuta!:~. 

It: includes six. faculties, six kinds of objective elements and six kinds 

2 
of objective ._elements and six kinds of consciousness. 'l'hus ~ the above 

1 
For an exhaustive treatment of this subject~ see, Th. Stcherbntsky~ 

The Central Con..':t~ion of Buddhism (Delhi: Hoaial Banarsidass, 1970), 
pp 6ff. 

2 
Ibid. 



classification brings out the fact that even the sense of personality 

can he explained entirely in terms of the momentary elements, without 

positing a self. 

Doubts about the adequacy of a theory of a mind-continuum to 

explain phenomena like memory, recognitlon~ moral responsibility~etc.9 

were expressed not ohly by the Brahmanical schools but we also find a 

section of the Buddhists themselves (the VatsiEut!.·iya~) expressing 

similar doubts and as a result accepting a quasi-permanent self, an

individual (p~neither different from the mental states nor identical 

with them. Thus 11:t expounding the lLain argument that the Buddhist stand

point entails, a br.ief reference to this j_uternal dispute may not be out 

of place, It ~¥:nl serve to h:l.ghlight hm·, the Buddhist seeks to account 

for mor-al r.esponsibility as implied in the thoery of ~~ as ..... lel1 as 

explain k11m>11edge~ mem017 and other phenomena without the pre-supposition 

of self. 

The Vatsiputrfyas are distinguished from other schools of Buddhism 

by the fact that they believe in the existence of a qU3si.-permanent self) 

an individual neither different from the changing mental states nor iden

tical with them. The individual (~ala), according to the VatsIputriya.3~ 

is not. identical with the mental states, for if it ylere so, then it would 

lose its oneness and ,-lOuld be split up into a multiplicity of elements. 
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Nor is it different from the mental states, for if it were so then 

it would be equal to the eternal principle of the herectical schools. 

the i.ndividual cannot be admitted to be identical with the mental states 

for 'if it .. 7ere admitted '. to be identical with them then it would be 

momen.tary like them' and would be subject to extinction like them. In' that 

~case.~ ~·the loss of action '(karrua)-tvill £01):9""" violating the teaching of 

the Buddha~ Thus, the individual has to be accepted as an indefinable and 

inexpressible principle.
l 

The other orthodox Bnddhists, the upholders of universal ffiOlnen-

tar:i.ness, have no difficulty in demonstrat:ing that suh a principle which 

5.s nei.ther different from~ nor identical w-ith the mental stat.~s is au 

unreal- fiction. A thing which cannot be described either a.s identical 

with or different from another thing is a fiction. Besides such an 'in-

expressible principle! involves a manifes t contradiction. For, 't>lhile des-

cr::1..bing the individual as not different from the. aggregates the Vatsfput-

r1Y(:13 by the same statement) implicitly affirm the individual's ident1.ty 

with the aggregates. Because saying , not different from' is clearly 

equivalent to saying 'identical with'. Besides,how can the Vatsiputrfyas 

claim that the individual cannot be spoken of as different from the mental 

states, when the very statement that 'the individual is not the mental 

states V clearly admits that the individual and the mental states are 

-------_. ----------------_.----------------------
1 

" 4/ ~ 
See~ .'fattvasamg~. and P"anj~~., O. Cit., Verse 337. 
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distinct and different from each other. Thus) the individual of the 

VatsIputrIyas has an existence not in. fact, but only in the imagination 

._ - 1 
of the Vatsi.putriyas. 

The other criticisms of the Vatslputr"iyas doctrine of the 

individual emphasize the fact that the supposit:i.on of an individual apart 

from the momentary elements is not necessary to explain moral responsibility. 

and rebirth. The Vatsfputrlyas apparently conclude that the Buddha's 

sermons regarding moral responsibility v70uld not be intelligible without 

positing a self "Tho enjoys, suffers and reaps the consequences of his 

8.ct.imls" Vasubandhu devotes a whole section of the 8th chapter of his 

about f[l'.)ral responsibility.:.and also explains how the existence of the 

self is neither presupposed nor necessitated by the law of kann'!.. 

The VatsIputrfyas have interpreted the Buddha's statements 

of tete kind '0 bret.hren, I will explain to you the burden and' the carrier 

2 
of the burd2n t as supporting their position that there exists an 

1 
Ibid. Verses 340-346. 

2 
'Bharam ca va bhiksavo degayisyami bharadanam ca bharaniksepana~ 

, "/ ~ r • 

ca. Quo ted in Abhidhallnakosa Chapter VIII in S~.,ami -Dwarikadas Shastri €:'d. 
~bhidharTIlako~a and Bhasya of Vasubandhu with Sphusarth~~.g'~me.l1tary of 
Ya§o;nitra.,Bauddha Bharati Series 9, Part IV (Varanasi : Baudru~a Bharati, 
"1973); pp 1206. 
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individual apart from the aggregates of the mental states. But as 

Vasubandhu explains, the individual spoken of as the carr1.er of the burden 

is nothing apart from the aggregates (skandhas) of the mental states~ 

the preceding groups of mental states which lead to the emergence of the 

succeeding groups of feelings~ etc., are called the burden and the 

latter (i.e., the succeeding states) are called the burden-carriers as 

1 
they have inherited in their constitution all that has gone before. 

This is precisely the way in which moral responsibility has 

to be interpreted.. There is no agent: that continues to exist and reap 

the consequences. Once the action 1.8 performed, it leaves its effects 

ill the succeeding moments; these effects are continually transmitted -., 

t.:ln:-Ol1gb. succeeding moments ti.l1 the consequen.ces of the act are realized. 

That this is the intended sense of the Buddha's statement is clear from 

the very expressions employed to denote the alleged individual. Thus, the 

indivi.dual (.E.udgala) has been spoken of as the subject, beari.ng such 

and such a name, such and such a casta 9 coming from such a family and so on~ 

These adjectives and descriptions are certainly not suited to describe 

an etenlal self having a distinct existence, from the elements of conscious~ 
2 

ness. 

~al\1iti 

gotra 

The Vatsiputriyas ar.e not to be convinced so easily. The problem 

1 
Skandha eva ca skandhanamupaghataya samvartante purvaka uttare

bharam ca bharaharam ca krtvokdih. Ibid, P 1206-1207. . . 
2 
Atrayam vyavaharah: - :ttyapi sa ayusman-evamnan{a evam-janya eva;l

•••• pratltyasamutpan;.,ah. Ibid, P 12020· 
. . 
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is raised here: how memory can be explained in terms of the momentary 

existents. How can 'detached moments of consciousness remember objects 

experienced long ago?l 

Vasubandhu's reply is that memory is a special frame of mind 

(citt~) which vlhen connected with a previous knowledge of the object 

(smrtivisaya samj~anvaya cittavi~esat) leads to remembrance of the pre-. . . 
viously experienced object. Memory is a new state of consciousness directed 

1 b d d "b h' 2 to tle same 0 ject, con itione as It 15 .y t e preV10US states. In 

remembering, the mental state is in a special condition and this condition 

lies in the follmtring facts : (i) the remembering mental state is influenced 

by the previour~ knowledge of the remembered Object9 (ii) there is an at t en'·" 

tion directed toward the remembered object and in addition there is the 

absence of distracting conditions like pain"etc. Thus, memory requires 

no agent and can be seen to arise \ .. hen appropriate conditions of attention, 

freedom from pain, etc., are present. 

The conclusion to be dr.'awn from this discussion is that there 

is no self; the \vord. is only a conventional name (era~-e.!:i.tah). for , 

mental happenj.ngs, sensations, perceptions, feelings and so on. The same 

analysis holds good in the case of material things as well, milk for example 

1 
Yadi tarhi sarvathapi nastyatma, katham ksanikesu cittesu 

...... _ "N'" f.o. .~ 

ciranl.lbhutasya arthasya smara~aru bhavati, pratyabhijnanam va? Il:d.dsp 1215. 

2 
Ibid, pp 1215-1216. 
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is only a designation given to certain momentary colours, tastes, etc., 

1 
erroneously unified under the word milk. But it cannot: be denied that 

there is conti.nuity in the individual with the result that the past has 

a bearing on the present and the present will influence the future. 

In this way, we can see that the Buddhist presents his no-self 

position as a viable alternative to the soul-theory and explains bondage~ 

freedom and cognitive phenomena like memory and recognition with equal 

plaus:1.bi15.ty and cd_tical insight. HO~7ever t it ,-muld seem to be quite 

appropriate here to consider the Buddhist critique of the 'soul-theory· 

of some of the Brahoanical schools. As the next chapt€;t' is concerned 

I 
with expounding the Saiva position regarding the self ~ the crit:l.que 

of BI"ahm.:Jrdca.l schools ~JOuld help us judge whether the Buddhist cT.:ltique 

I 
is applicable to the Saiva position as ,veIL 

He!:e we propose to consider the Buddhist critique of the self 

theory of two systeUl.s of Brahmanical thought viz, the Nyaya and the 

Nimamsa systems. The Nyay~ offers several proofs for the existence of 

self and all of them purport to prove that the self must: be accepted as 

the support (~fr~Y8.) of our mental sta tes and cognit:tons. The Nya~.2' 

----_._----------- ------~--------------

1 
Ate yatha rupadinyeva ksiramudakam va pra.f~ctpyate Santastani, 

evam skandhah pudgala iti r;iddhal1l. Ihid. y pp 1196. 
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argues that our separate cognitions, feelings, etc.~.would fall asunder~ 

if the self "Jere not there holding them together lnto a unity. Thus, 

the preceding consideration alone is enough to demonstate the. reality and 

existence of self. 

'£he ::suddhist critique consists in pointing out that the assumption 

of self as the support (a~ray~) or receptacle of cognition is toally un-

warranted. Our eognitions~ mental states, etc., are not gravitating objects 

lik.e plums, etc., ,·mieh will fall dmm unless held togehter by something. 

Moreover, how can the .!t':aJ'':'~, explain. the..-observed; 'sequence· in' our cognitions? 

As the cause of tho::. cognitions and their substratum, the self is ever-

p~esent~ the cognitions too should all arise at once. The sequence 

in cogniU .. ons cannot be squared with the ever-present naj.ure 9£ their 
- ~ -. -'" 

( ') - h ,.. 1 the cognitions . cause, t e selr • Thus, the Buddhist argues that the 

. acceptance of the self is warranted neither by experience nor by inference. 

-. -111-~--The Mimams~ system accepts self as a dynamic principle which 
~~~ 

changes with the changes of mental states yet maintains its identity 

through all these stages of transition. The co-existence of change 

and continuity is not seen to be incongruous as we have evidence of 

this co-existence in the 'snake; the snake continues to be the same 

1 
TattvasamgrahF! and Pan£ka~ Op.Cit., Verses 171-.221. 
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in spite of changes of its postures. The self too is conceived as a 

continuity that is subject to changes of moods. The existence of self~ 

of a permanent consciousness is,further strengthened by the presence of 

the "I--awareness"; our "I-avTareness denotes a permanent self. 

The Buddhist subjects the Mimamsa conception of self to a 

. d i i' ·1 susta~ne cr t C1sm. The' Buddhist points out that diversity and conti,:,,: 

nuity being mutually incompatible cannot exist in one thing. The self is 

regarded by the Hlman1Saka to be variable to the extent that it passes 

through diverse states of pleasure and pain but does not give up its '.' 

substantiality; it maintains its' identical existence through this change 

of sf:a.te~. 'l.11,e Buddhist urges that if the mental states aTe not: held 

to be a.bsolutely different from the self then the self ~.,ill be subject 

to emergence and destruction l:i.ke the states. If~ however~birth and 

death are believed to belong to the states only and not to the self~ 

then the states and the self viill be distinct. The self t.hus, t.]ill cease 

to be dynamit;. as the Mfmamsaka . . 2 concel-VElS 1.t. 
-f>,j~--. --

tion of self as both uniform and changing is fraught with contradictions. 

---------------------------------------------------------
1 

2 
The similarity here of this particular Buddhist obj.ection 

and the Buddhist objection as reconstructed in the second Ah11.1ka. of the 
.J1ianadhiIcara of IPV is certainly striking. 
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The Mima'U;saka cannot: hope to escape this predicament by saying that expe-

rience warrants such a supposition. Experience is certainly the court of 

appeal, says the Buddhist) but not uncritical experience. And no expe--

rienee can justify a manifest contradiction. 

The argument that the ItI-awreness" indicates a permanent cons-

ciousness~ the self, is not conclusive. To ground the "I-awareness" 

in a permanent consciousness "rill only lead to troubles. If the per-

siating consc:i.ousness is the cause and glJ:otlIld,--Qf'the~ ttI-awrenessll 

then the eternal consciousness being ahvays present all the "r··ideas", 

expressions~ ete., should arise all at once. But our experienc(! is 

never of this kind~ 'tve only see our lVI-notions" arising at ROnte occa.-

SiOllS. Besides the "I-awareness" is not a single uniform.facto The-

very fact that the l!I-awrenesstl emerges only oecasionallYIl is enough of 

a proof to exhibit its multiple~ diverse nature. We certainly do not 

have an "I-awreness ll during sleep, mvoon and in f:i.ts of intoxication. 

It is futile to look for a foundation for the uI-awareness" t such a 

foundation is non~existent. 

Hlth this prese.ntation of the Buddhist position the stage 

/ 
is now set to consider the Saiva response. Let us now turn to the 

I 
next chapter to see hm·, the Saiva responds to this ba:rrage of criticism. 



CHAPTER IV 

/ 
THE SAlVA RESPONSE 

In this chapter 
.; 

we propose to present the Saiva response to 

the Buddhist attack on the Self-thoery (atmav-ada)" However? it seems 

desirable to begin with a brief recapitulation of the Buddhist position. 

This procedure is follm-1ed even at the risk of repetition , as it will 

I 
provide us '\o,yitn the proper prespective to judge the merit of the Saiva 

/ 
-response. Following this brief sketch, we propose to consider the Saiva 

response in considerable detail. 

, 
Two stages can be easily distinguished in the Saiva answer : 

(1) the first stage consists in demonstrating the inadequacy of the Buddhist 

treatment of memory, (if) the second stage consists in point::ing ou~ that 

memory receives an adequate explanat:lon only in terms of a permanent 

self, which spans and synthesizes the past and the present experiences. 

I 
Thus ~ in the second stage of the Saiva response ,,;re are naturally led to 

" consider 9 at some leng};h, the Saiva position regarding the nature and 

function of the self. This stage constitutes what: may be -te~'ned~ as 

I 
the constructiv·e side of the Saiva response. Thi.s t in brief ~ is th~ 

outline of the present chapter. 

58 
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The Buddhist does not believe in the existence of a permanent, 

enduring self. This conclusion £0110\>15, as it was obserlJ'ed earlier t 

from several considerations : 'no such permanent entity is ever experieI1~ 

ced as a datum; if it is a construct it is unnecessary ; all the facts 

of experience can very \Veil be explained without it. The Buddhist repla-

ces the self'-th@.'ilry by a theory of a mind-continuum, of a series of 

happenings or cognitions (j~an.ani) closely following each other. All 

the importan.t facts of experience receive a satisfact=>ry explanation 

in terms of these discrete and separable cognitionso 

EveI-, memory does not present a p1:oblem. The impressions left 

behind by the d:b:ect experience of the object are all the factors neces-

sax-y and sufficient to explain the phenomenon of memory. The past expe~~ 

rience and the traces left by it constitute the only condi.tions for the 

rise of memory~ Since memory is explained by the impressions themsel-
. 

ves, accepting the self is seen by the Buddhist as the carrying of an 

I unnecessary burden. 

The Saiva accepts this challenge to his position and proceeds 

to demonstrate effectively the untenability of the Buddhist 

1 



explanation of memory. The Buddhist account of memory fails to take 

notice of the synthesis of the past and the present which is the 

most distinguishing feature of memory. The Buddhist account tries to 

explain memory entirely in terms of past experience and consequently 

fails. 

lbere are many more difficulties in the Buddhist treatment of 

I 
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Hemory. Of these ~ the Saiva focuses only on a £e~V' as these are enough 

to expose the weakness of the Buddhist stand. The Sa.iva opens his cri·-

tique of the Buddhist position by stating that he accepts the role assig

I 
ned, by the Buddhist, for memory impressions. It cannot be denied 

that the iLlprescions le.ft by the fOl,"rner direct experience (PE£Va'111~'!§) 

are significant and have some responsibility in leading to the rise 

of memory. But the role of the memory-impressions has been exaggerated 

out of all proportion to their function by the Buddhisto They can at 

most account for the con.tent of' memory (Le.5o the remembered object) 

but they cannot by themselves alone explain the entire process t)f memory. 

In short, they cannot explain the 'that' of memory.2 

-------------------------.------ --~-.----

1 
Satyaru kintu smrtij~anam purval1ubhava samskrteh. ,IPK 7 I,III,L 

" ~ II --

2 
Ih . - k-/ a smrtau v1sayamatrasya pra aso na 

samsk'aradeva siddhyet, kintu anubhavapraka§ena 
kathaih smrtih syat. IPV. ,1,III 9 1. 

<.. --

samarthaniyo vartate yah 
vina 'tat i ityevam~rupa~ 
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In his explanation of the phenomenon of me~ory the Buddhist 

places the previous direct experience (of the object) i.n a poslt:I.on 

",hich emmot be properly assigned to it. While explaining the oeeurr-

enee of memofy from the impressions or residual traces (sams~ara) the 

Buddhist states that the impressions are revived in the act of remembe-

ring. This revival of impressions leads to the restoration of the former 

dj.rect experience which vTaS the cause of the impressions. This ,past 

d:i.rect experience restored to i.ts original shape now, H:i.th the help of 

the impressions, becomes the object of the act of remembering. AndiO 

1 
thus, remembrance fol1ow.!:J. Since memory arises from the former impre·~c. 

: SiOllS of the direct experience', is it not logic:al to suppose tha.t memory 

has, ill this Wi.; .... y the previous direct experlence :i.tself as it.s object? 

r 
Accord:i.ng to the Saiva this explanation of t~H~ dynamics of memory 

has an i.nhereut 'tveakness. The weakness lies in the fact that the previ-

ous direct experience itself is made to be an object of the later a.ct of 

remembrance. Such an explanation ignores the difficulty in making one 

act of knowledge a.n object of another one. This conclusion follows frOID 

the following considerations. 

\,nu~vena h:f. smllSkaro j anyat:e svocitalj; saInskara£ca p6iktana
runanl st:hitinl st.hl1payatL ••• Tena aU:api samskarah t'&n, smrtim pt:irVaIlU
bh;vanu!(arinIm ka1.otl - it:t tadvisaya. eva smrtervisaya.h. lFV. ,.1, 1195. and 

(y a (,l ~ t1 '" __ • 

Nann samsk~arajatvSde\Td pracyanubhavamapi vi.sayikurutam smrtih &, IPV~I~III~L 
tJ:: "fl' -... __ 
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_ _ 1 
First of all, every act of knm-lledge is self-revealing (svabhasa). 

2 Self-revelation is the ever-present quality of every act of knowledge. 

This self-revelatory character is "tV'hat distinguishes the sentient from 

the insentient. 3 The essential nature of every act of knowledge is to 

reveal itself <.~ ~ ~ rupam y~aly 0 .. 

Of course it is true that an act of knowledge (drk or lEana) 
• 

also reveals the object, but a mere revealing of the external object is 

4 not the essential nature of. knowledge. In fact, it is 0111y while revea-

ling itself that an act of knowledge also reveals the external object. 

The purpose, hm.rever ~ of bd.ngiug in this self-revealing char~cter is 

to show that being essentially self~revealed an aetl of knowle{~ge cannot 

be obj ec t:i.&ied by another act of knowledge. 5 If. it 'iV'ere to be so ob j ec-

tified then:i.t would lose its self-revealing character and finally even 

the object will not get revealed. 

1. 
Drk q~7-abh~saiva ~-a"lyena vedy~ ~u-p~dres/eva d~k IPK I III 2 "9 ~ v e>. u • 0.... d - • i' • __ , ,. ) . 

2 
Tena d~k I sviibhasa' abh'asap praka:6amanata sa svam ru:pamavyabhi

Yasya~. IPV, I)1I1,2. 

3 A.4'__ Ii .... ....." _ _ 

'drk' jnanam, tacca j cH~at vlbhidyate svaprakasaikal.Ilpata.ya 
jado hi prak~sat prthagbhuto vaktavyah. 1PV, I,111,2. 

• q ~ ---

- ~", . 1-/ bh nij arupa prakasanameva 111. ~svapra casatva~ll ~ltJ-

yate. 

5 
,f Paratra yudi drk bhaseta tarhi na svabhasa~ idameva hi svapraki·-
sasya laksanam. IPV, 1,11,2. . " 
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Moreover, to say the previous direct expertence is the object 

of the later act of remembrance is equal to saying that knm""ledge of 

taste can be had by the eye. l The modality in which .the past experience 

is ha& is different from the modality of the later act of remembrance 

just as the modality of colour-perception is different from the modality 

of taste-perception. Consequently, the previous direct experience cannot 

appear as an object in the later act of remembrance~ 

2 
Thus, the Buddhist contention that remembrance occurs having 

the previous direct experience itself as its object,is reduced to absurdity_ 

I 
Tathfi ca nt;Jajy.\anena 'rase_drk' rasa vi~aya j~1anam na vedyate, 

evam hi caksusaiva ;cclsah phalato grhita eva syat • .!~»I, III, 2. 
Col eo e " ---

2 / 
It should be noted here that the Saiva reconstruction of the 

Buddhist position as involving the objectification of a previous act of 
know'ledge by a later one, amounts to an almost total (perhaps even deli
berate) misreading of the Buddhist position. The Vijn~na.vada Buddhist 
position (which is the one most PJ:obably represented here) clearly 
and emphatically maintains that. all cognitions are iEs~ facto self
cognised; they are llphosphor2scentl~ self-revealing. In fact, it is the 
Ny~iy~ system that maintains that cognition is cognised by an after cog
nit:ion~ and tl}e Buddhist critique of the Bi~y_~ position is exactly iden
tical to the Saiva c;ritique of the alleged Buddhist position. This can 
be seen clea.rly from Dharmakrrti's statement "Perception of an objeet is 
impossible if perception itself is unperceived" C apratyaksopalambha.sya 
na'rthadrstih prasiddhyat:!.) 0 Ouoted in Satkari Mookerje~, Op.Cit. ,pp 325. 
See also' ".Ta .. h.:y .. ~_~m~aha and Pa~jik~, Verses ,.,l90~193. In the light of 
this fact it is difficu.1.t to .. under.stand the Salva.' s almost deliberate 
distortion of the Buddhi5t position. Perhaps, this is done to assert ., 
the greater merit 6f the Saiva position. 
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How'ever~ the act of remembrance an.d the former direct experience of 

the object may be similar to each other since memory arjses from the 

impressions left by the direct experience. But this fact of resembla-

nee between the tw'O does not make the past direct experience an object 

fhJ f b · 1 0: t e _ater act 0 remem er~l1g. 

I 
So far the Saiva has attempted to bring into open the major 

difficult:i.es in the Buddh:i.st explanation of melllory" The Buddhist might 

r.etort here, as he actually does,by saying IIwhat if memory is not expla-

II 
iUf~d?, Le. ~ explained \<7ith the due distinction allegedly belonging to it? 

I 
It is in anticipation of such response~ that the Sabra stresses the 

important: place memo1.·Y occupies in life. That memory is a felt,· fact: 

of experience cannot be denied and it w'ill not cease to exist by a mere 

emphatic 
2 

curse. All the activities of life presuppose memorYt even 

h ,. .. f' . 3 t e most: Da.S~C act~v~ty 0 percept10n presupposes J..t. One may pause 

1 
Yato hi asau tats~skaras~~krtat samantarapratyayat utthitaQ 

"'1 .l' ah d "bh ~ ~k"h-' . "'. - • i ' J h smrC1.Jo",n ,tena tatsa 1'so avatu sa asann1vesa ~va purvasaum vesatu.ya , 
na

9

tu yo y~tsamskarat jatah sa tasya vedaua~svabhavo bhavati. IPV p 1,II1,2: 
~ ---

2 
Tatha hi - smarananibandhanah 

santam' itl bhavadabhIsta J'apamatdit t~ 
apadyate. lRY. ,1,III,6:" 

sarvo \~avaharah ••• Na ca 'dhvam 
d< .. .. .. 36"" 

dhvamsante, prakasante yatah tat:. etat 
e 

3 
Prathamapi hi pratyaksaj'iianam 'aham 'I iti purvapara--rupanusarn

dh~in(:ma smara.ganupra:~dtena vina-na ghatate .•••• IP~, I~III~6. 
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here and see holY' the sense of importance divides the metaphysical predi'-

lections of .the t,vo camps, one interpreting memory in the light of cog-

nitions and the other interpreting cognition itself on the pattern of 

memory. h t:: d l' 1 T ererore J memnry requires an a equate exp anat~on. 

I 
Two facts emerge clearly from the Saiva critique of the Buddhist 

position: the Buddhist~s insistence on the memory-impression being solely 

responsible for the rise of remembrance miserably fails to explain 

the sense of the 'that' in meEory. The 'that' of memory cannot be explained 

entirely in terms of past experiences. This special sense of the 'that' 

COl1SiStfl in a synthesis of the past and the present. This synthesis 

cannot be effected by the disparate acts of cognitions themselves, nOll-

overlapping and t:.l1iquely self·>confined as they are~ The synthetic nature 

of remembrance clearly calls for and involves the synthesizing activity 

of a remembering agent Hho brings toge.ther in one act the pa.st and the 

present eA~erience~. 

The difficulties inherent in the Buddhist position follow from 

the failure to recognize that the self-confined cognitions (panani) are 

called 011 to pe.rform a function which can be performed only by a lasting, 

(satatanl saruvit) t all pervasive consciousness-, '.\:rhich- exists _ spanning from 
____ ~~,~- .. ~-P 

the past to the present and posseses the three powers of kno,"ledge (J~ana 

1 
etadeva samarthayi tum udyantavyam - iti. IP~,I,III,6. 
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~ I I 1 
Sakti), memory (sm~:l Sakti) ~nd differentiation <,~phohana Sakti). The 

faj.lure to realize. the existence and the· activity of the conscious syn-

thesizing agent lands the Buddhist in all kind of troubles. The existence 

oJ. self is - . attested to by our innermost introspective experienee. The 

only way open to provide a satisfying account for all the facets or 

experience . .., memory included, is to recognize the obvdoous, L e., the con-

scious self~ the lasting consciousness~ An adequate explanation of memory 

/ 
can be provided only by accepting the Salva thesis of a consciousness~ of a 

self that unifies cognitions with the help of its three powers of 

memory, knowledge a.nd differentiation. 
2 

,/ 

NOlil the Saiva proc.eeds to explain the pmve:c:-s and characte:d.5tics 

of the self that a.r-e fundamel1tal for memcn:'y. One of the charac:terls-

tics of consciousness that has been emphasized often enough is its ~. 

lasting character. Consciousness y!ould be unable to reveal its object 

if it were self-confined. Memory presupposes a prior knowledge or 

perception of therobject. But if the object were absolutely 'alien' to 

the revealing consciousness then knowledge would not arise. 

-_. ------_.-----------------_.---- ,--- ------
1 

.. "\1,,.--
Jnana 

1 k - /" ~ I Na cecantah rtananta~ visvarupo mahesvarah, 
I'" ~ _. .... ., 

smrtyapohana·-saktiman.. IPK t I, III) 7. . ---
dOd 1 /". d sya ecaSC1 vapur-

/ 
'facea asmadabhimataprakarena vina vidherapi asakyasamarthanam 

:i.ti dartayati. IP~9 I, ·'TII~6. ~ 

2 
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Knowledge is not so much an apprehension by.the consciousness 

of an utterly alien object)as a mani~es~~_ioE_of the object. Knovrledge 

~"ould not arise if the subject, Le., the consciousness and. ,t-;hat is 

. 1 
manifested by :i.t viz. the object, were not essentially one 1.n nature& 

The very possibility of knm>T1edge depends all the ultimate oneness of 

the subject consciousness and the 'object i 
• The 'object' is mani-

fested ~i.e., objectified as outward by the subject. The ",,rhole mass 

of objects lie immersed in the subject, the objects are not ever (satatam) 

shining as only a few of them are selected for manifestation at a par

ticular time.
2 

This is the power of knowledge presupposed in and funda-

me!lt:<:>.l t.o every act: of remembering. Hhat is characteristic of the func-

tion of knowledge is the fact that the object is manifested outward as 

the '"otherlil (bc!hi1."!l1u~a) and as if different from consciousness. 

Follo'l<1ing (logically) the function of knowledge, the remembering 

function represEmts the inwardisation of the outward mal1ifesta~ion, i. e~ ~ 

1 
Ato i rtha-prakas'a-rupam samvidam icchata baHideva artho 'pi tad-

.- ..... --::k h h k-/ d' " " rupantargata eva angl ar.tavya.; sa ca art apra aso ya 1. anyasca anyasca, 
tat na smaranam upapannam ~ iti eka eva asau - iti ekatvat sarvo vedyar
asih tena kr~dikrtah. IPV, I, III, 7. 

• Co 0 I) --

2 
.,... . • - .1 _ _ ~/ 

~varnapJ. satstameva unmagnel1a n~magnena va V1.svatmana prakase.ta, 
tat'l:Ja~svabhavatvat. 1'1a caivam, atalJ svarupantar-bru~Jitam arthara~im 
aparamapi bhinnaldiram atmani parigrhya, kamcideva artha,~ .. svarupat' 
unmagnam abhasayati iti apatitam. Sai~a jnana~aktilJ., _I_Pi_v pI) III, 7 • 
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of the 'other', the object. This aspect is usually expressed by the 

term memory-impression. This also itmplies its complementary aspect t 

the awareness of the past state of outl·lard manifestation. This is the 

power of remembering of self) requisite for memory. 

Rowever~ what is basically presupposed in all functions of the 

self is the operation of differentiation. 1iithout an initial differen-

tiation there would be no possibility of manifestation of the object . 

(abh'as~) as distinct from consciousness (sanWit). The very possibility 

of any kind of funct.ioning or acting upon the part of consciousness 

(samvi~) r.ests upon the initial avlakening of the differentiating prin-

ciple. Thus, the dlfferenti.ating funetiQn" emerges as the most basic 

/ 
and fundamental of all the characteristics of the self. 'fhe Saiva des-

cribes this aspect of consciousness as its power of differentiation 

/ 
(3!E0hana Sakti). 

i..fuat makes memory possible is not merely the existen.ce of 

the self, but the three distinct and related functions of knowledge 

---------------------------------------------------------,----------
1 / I 
The Salva conception of t;E911.~< ... >§.<:l.J~ti appears to 'be . a modification 

of the Buddhist term apoha which means the exclusion or differentiation. 
of one thing from .--:- .other things, used primarily in the context of ~oJord 
and its meaning. See, Th. Stcherbatsky, Buddh.is t Logi(':.~ Vol ~l, pp 461 ff. 
The sense of negating the otherness of the other is cnmmon to both. 
The ~aiva utilizes it in the more general sense 0.£ exclusion or diffe~ 
rentiation (~E.§- + uhe) of one thing from another and vice versa which 
is intrlnsic to the function of consciousness. 
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/ 
u~ana Sakti), remembering (smrti -...."...,.--- - .. Sakt:i) and differentiation (~ 

/ 1 
§.&< .. t~) . And these functions do not simply pertain to the se1£ but-are 

intrinsic to its structure as its powers (£aktayahr. Now it remains ., 

to be seen how these three pOtvers of the self operate in the rise of 

memory. Of course, one of the things absolutely necessary in the rise 

of memory is the self, the lasting consciousness which exists spanning 

from the time of the past experience to the present time of remembering. But 

something-more is requi.red to exp1ai.n the sense of the IIthattl in memory. 

Since the self in its purity does not involve any spatial and temporal 

3 
distinctions? the II t hat" of memory is not due to the formal, pure self. 

Nor is the "that" (:if memory something entirely disconnected from the -form 

of self. This is whr.;re the fUI1ct:i.Ol1S - function as distinct from form -

of differentiation, kno~1ledge and re.membering are operative. 

1 
Anena Jaktitrayena vir/ve vyavaharah. IPV~ I,III~7. 

~ . 
2 

I The ~ord Sakti literally means power or cpaeity. In Kafmir 
Saiva thought Sakt::i. is an integral inseparable aspect or part of the 
s(-:!lf and is the povTer of self-expression of the self. It is the inhe
rent dynamism of the self and is involved in its very structure. It 
takes on many :toros, {han'!., .~~~ and apohana being among them. 

3 
'Sa' iti vimrs'anasya ea iyadrupam - yat sarvatha-akalakalita

svarupa--paramar§anam-eva na, napi atyanta bhedaparamarS"ananmeva. IPV, I~IV,l. 
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The experience of the 'that' involves reference to the spatial 

and temporal determinations associated with ~.~e obj ect at the instant of the 

first manifestation. The powers of differentiation and knowledge are 

operative at this stage. But for memory to be possible the prior mani-

festation of the object is required. However, the object once liter-

ally taken out and lost '- its formlessness and manifested along with 

certain spatial and temporal distinctions cannot revert back to its pre-

vious state of fornl1essness. If it were to do so memory would not take 

place. 

• A manifestation having once acquired ce17tain spatIal and temporal 

distinctions does not lose them» onc.e the process of manifestation :f.s 

1 "1 camp eted. Once the manifestation has been expres:3ed as the tother' 

as if different from self, it is not again merged into the distiuetion-

less self. But, the manifestation along ';<lith the distinctions that 

characterized_it first remains now in a potential form waiting to be 

a\17akened into life. In this state of potentiality the manifestation is 

kumm as memory~impression. Since it is not in,: actuality shining but 

/ 
only has the potential to shine) the Saiva describes it; in this state~ 

2 as if it ~"ere covered by the veil of darkness. This preservation of 

1 
Apitu '.yo bhavalJ. purvamanubflavakale taddefa-·kalapramatrantar

asacivyena Pfthakrto na en ahantayameva vilInIkIita1;. IPVtI,IV,l. 

2 
Sa tad!agameva tamaseva acchadya avasthapita~ samskara-.~abda~ 

vacya1J. IPV.. I, IV ,1. 



the past dut'..Jard manifestation in a potential form is the work of the 

power of remembering (smrti takti). The smrti takti represents an 
0/ 
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"inwardisation of sorts" (~~~ukhatvam) of the previous manifestation. 

At the moment of remembering the manifestation which was held in poten~ 

tial form is manifested again, the darkness that was veiling it is 

d 1 
remove • And the manifestation is knmm as before as if separate from 

the subject. However $ though shining now, the manifestatioIl, the drk does 
1 -r-, 

not have the form "this ll because it shines ~<1ith the distinctions that 
• 

char.acterized at the past experience.
2 

The awareness of the past of course, 

" 3 
is there but the awareness of the present too is not lost. 

Hemory contains "tV'ithin itself an awarenss of the past direct 

experience associated ~.;rith the present time and act of remembrance. 

Hm.Jever, the awareness of the present serves asa background for mernory4. 

I 
Thus, the "that" of memory "Thieh the Saiva holds to be the essential 

feature of memory is found; upon analysis~ to consist of a unique blending 

1 
Tasya tamacchadakam apahastayati, tatra apahas"tite sa purvavat, 

Pfthakkfta iva"ahhat:!. IPV, I, IV ,1. 

2 
Nanu ca idantaya avabhaseta purvavadeva, naivam. Tadidai:tIntana·

vabhasana-p~thakkfta-~a"rIr-a"di-.sambandhamanavadhU:yaiva hi tatpralcils'a!.l. 
IPV, I, IV ,1. 

3 
Tata6ca idanIntana-avabhasana-kala-paramar~o'pi na nimilatio 

.!PV, I, IV, 1. 

t~ 

I ~ IV, 1. 
rti etat-paramar;a-bhitti-pradhanyena purvakala-paramar£a~. ~, 
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of the past and the present, two contrary experiences. 

We can elaborate upon this explanation of memory in a more 

72 

intelligible language. In the remembering process, the s:lgnifi.cant fact: 

is that not only are we able to recall to mind the past experience but 

we have also the added awareness of the remembering act itself, i.e.» 

2 
a self-awareness of the remembering activity i.tself. This self mvare-

ness is some thing that cannot be explained entirely in terms of the past. 

For such an at-lareness to arise the past has to be rela.ted to and d:tstin-

guished from the present. It is the contact '-lith the present \vhich is 

chiefly responsible for consciousness of the rememhering activity itselfo 

It i.8 the triple functions of knoW'ledge~ memory and differentiation 

(.J~ana, sm~, and .~"Eoh~ .. ~~) that make possible all the subtleties invol-

ved in the memory-phenomen0i1. Of these three powers the . ~-I'Ol'king of the 

.1 

pmver of differentiation is the most baste one. It is the Apoh:""na Sakti 
~------'" ---~ 

that introduces differentiation~distinction and exter:i.orisotion presupposed 

J! 

in any act or experience. Even before the ~an~ §_~i. can begin its 

1 
Iti viruddha purvapara paramar£a svabhava. eva lIsa" it pa6imar~a 

ucyate. IP~~I~IV 1. 

2 I 
This mode of explanation, typical of the Saiva philosopher~ is 

applied in the case of awareness itself of which 'memory' is on1.y one instance~ 
Our '-awareness of ob.i ects f is itself a blend or fusion of a\varrness of self 
and of the object, the simultaneous knowing of myself as kno'i.'".i.ng 
something and the know'ing of that something. This is what is described 
by the terms like cit, ,Er"a~y~y_?~~!s'.!:_~ etc. 
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operation an initial differentiation has to be introduced in the dis tin-

ctionless pure self. No manifestation can take place without presupposing 

the prior diversification of the self. 

The primacy of differentiation is obvious enough by now. The 

fact that memory is not the experiencing of a new object but is the 

recollection of a previously knovm one is expressed here by declaring 

the function of memory to consist:· in "imvardising" the previous mani-

festation. The absence of novelty from memory is shmm from this account. 

And thus, the implication is that knmvledge (f~ana) is more basic and 

primary than memory and is even said to constitute the very life of 

1 
raernory. 

So a deeper exploration of the nature of knowledge would seem 
, 

to be desirable. It is likely to throw some light on the Saiva position 

itself. As we have seen a)Jove, a consideration of the true nature of 

;1 

knm.,rledge leads the Saiva to conclude that the very possibility of knm.,~ 

ledge hinges on the oneness of the subj ect and the obj eeL In consi-

..-
dering the nature of knowledge the Saiva attempts to re~ute the possitions 

which maintain that oneness of the subject and the object is not a neces

I 
Sal:Y condition for knmvledge. The Saiva attempts to show that manifesedn·2ss 

1 
Evam tavat srnfti-~akteh svarupam pratipaditam adhuna t.~~-:: 

-: 7 ~..-" __.J. a 
jlvaI~.J,Y~ Juanasakti paramarsa nlrnayam vitatya ••• IPV, I~ . V, Introduction,· 
". .... ~"W •.• .....""v'~= • - __ _ 
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-/ 
(prakasatva) is an essential property of the object as it is of the 

subject. If the object were not admitted to be of the nature of lumin-

osity (prakas'atva) it would remain "unknown at the time of the rise 

of knowledge no less than as it was before that time".l 

; 
The Saiva contention with regard to knowledge is that knowledge 

is not a passive apprehension of an entirely alien object. On the con-

trary consciousness is one with the object. Knowledge merely consists 

in the external manifestation of what is essentially one with conscious-

ness. This view of knowledge follows from the basic principles of 

_/ - I 
Idealism maintained by Kasmir Saivism, which consist in asserting that 

the object does not enjoy an independent status but is essentially a 

manifestation (abhasa) of the Subject. 

/ 
Here \ve can pause and note that the Saiva position of 'idealism', 

of the sole reality of consciousness, the oneness in essentials of the 

N- -
subject and the object, is closely similar to the "Idealism" of Vijnanavada. 

The Vij~anavadin establishes his position by demonstrating that the object 

and its knowledge are al\vays perceived together (sahopalambhaniyama) 

and are therefore identical. 
1'"'- -

The ViJnanavadin challenges the realist 

ITato yadi na praka~atma sa bhavet 'pragiva ' jrianodayat purvam 
- F - A/- -

yatha so'prakasah, tatha jnanodaye'pi syat. IPV., I, V, 2. 
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to find a case where the object and cognition are ever available in sepa-

ration. The nonavailability of the object and cognition in separation 

establishes the Vijflanavada thesis of "Idealism", i. e. t oneness of the 

1 
subject and object. 

HOV1ever, ~Tith the collapse of the separatcress of the subj ect and 

the object there also follows the collapse of the distinctions among seve

r 
ral subjects. Nonism follOtvs from the basic thesis of the Saiva, i.e. ~ 

I' 
the oneness of the subject and the object. There is only one Subject, Siva, 

or Parame~vara "\'Tho limits Himself freely and manifests HilllSelf in the 

_. - I 
forms of both the sentients, the limited subjects. (:1--1aya-Pramat-;, SU~1Ya-~ 

Pr81!1l~tt~·) a.nd the insentient' objects, Leo, the.objects in·.the universe;_: 

All ar~ e~"pressions of His free nature. 

The manifesting activity itself is the outcome of the determina-

tive) dynamic aspect of the Supreme Subject. The capacity, the potency 

to determine itself is the ever-present character of the Supreme Subject 

and is expressed in manifold ways in the forms of cognition (i1tana) ~ thought 

_(sa~ka);::ea), deci.sion (anuyYavasaya). Thus, knovl1edge is only one of the 
, 

functions of the self-determinative. (vimar~a) part of the Absolute Siva. 

Being iseparable from the Absolute it is present even in the a.llegedly 

1 
Se~IIViffiaptillia:trata Siddhi and Prama"9-avarttikal! in A.ICChatterj ee. , 

'Edited •. and collected, Readings on Yogacara Buddhism, ~ Varanasi : Centre 
of Philosophy, Banaras Hindu University, 1971), pp 3-2L}. 
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indeterminate experiences. If it were not present in a subtle form 

even in the supposedly ideterminate eXperiences, it could not emerge at 

all later. Thus) the possibility of determinateness is never -absent even 

from the most rudimentary experiences. A consideration of the nature 

of knowledge inevitably leads us to concentrate on the nature of the object, 

its relation to the subject and finally to the nature of the Subject it-

se1.f which is found to be the source of all. 

However, the very possibility of knowledge pre~supposes the func-

tioning of a much more basic category. For, in order to be manifested 

the object has to be differentiated from the Subject. Thus, differentiation 

(apoJ;1;:m~) emerges as even more primary than knowledge and remembrance. It 

.i8 the fouIldadon of 0.11 determinative activities and upholds them. It 

is only by virtue of this power that the subject (pramatr) is able to ---.,. 
determine one object as different from another. The process of differen-

tiation is applicable only to things which are of the nature of diversity 

(~aYE) and to that which :ts capable of being expressed in speech. 

Now, the nature of self which is the sust!:'atum of all these 

three powers must be seen in some detail. That the base in which such 

conscious powers subsist can only be a sentient being isobvious. 1 As 

Ya c.ai~a pra tibha ta t-tat~-padartha krama· .• ru!?ita; Akramananta 
cidrupa'tI pramata sa maheS-vara1;t. IPI~ .. , I, VII, 1. 
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1 
the Supreme Subj'ect, the \-Thole mass of objects lie merged T,vithin Him. 

Being the source of all, He is beyond spatial and. temporal limi t.ations. 2 

I" 
lfuat is remarkable in the Saiva account of memory is the effort 

to analyze memory precisely the T.vay it happens in out experience. A care·-

ful look at our memory-experience will reveal to us that what is perhaps 

most characteristic here is the self-awareness of the remembering activity 

itself. It is an invariable and unmistakable aspect of every remembering 

I 
activity. The merit of the Saiva analysis lies precisely in exhibiting 

I 
how this self-awareness arises. The Saiva explains thi.s as a synthesis 

of the past and the present:. But the mere presen.ce of the self cannot 

take care of all the complexities involved in memory. The self being 

eternal has no sense of the temporal distinctions that are involved in 

a synthesis of the past and the present. The pm;rers of knowledge) 

memory and dHferentiation thus help in bringing about these temporal dis-

tincti.ons and effecting the synthesis necessary for memory. J-he powers 

of differentiation, knowledge and memory ensure the fact that the eternal 

and distil1ctionless nature of the self does not· militate against. the 

awareness of distinctions, a fact absolutely essential for the possibi~ 

lity of m.emory. Finally, the three pmvers themselves are only expressions 

1 
Ittham-atyartha bhinnarthavabhasakhacite vibhau; Samalo 

v:i.malo vapi vyavahar6'nubhuyate. IPK. ,I, VII, ll~o 

2 
Yat vibhau de~a kalanavacchinne •••• , IPV' l I, VII, 14. 
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of the dynamism of the self. 

And so we are led to consider the most important fact to emerge 

out of the entire discussion, viz. the dynamic potency of the self. 'fhe 

dYl~amic (vimarta) aspect of the self answers the more basic objection:) 

to the' self posed by the Buddhist: How can change or difference be made 

r.elevant to an ,'eternal, immutable self? Thus in the memory experience 

even if the self be taken to be present, yet being eternal and impassive, 

it cannot explain the synthesis of the past and the present which is 

requisite for memory. 

I 
The Salva O\fercomes this diffic.ulty by shO\dng that the self 

though eternal is also the, source of dynamism, de.terminac'Y: and differ

I 
e.ntiation. The greatest advantage of the Saiva analysis lies in demon-

stt:ating that the self provides not: only continuity (from the past to 

the present) but also differentiation in life. 



CHAPTER V 

THE SELF AS ACTIVE AGENT 

I - / 
The self in Kasmir Saivism is the source not only of cognitive 

experience but also of action. In addition to being a cognizer, the self 

is also an lIactive" agent, a doer (karta). The self not only-has the 

freedom to lcnmv but also has. the freedom to do, to act. It may 

be'noted that ... Jtb.~ Gra"llmati.,cal concept of the nominative as the svatan~ 

~,JcaEti3~ ( the free agent) is also relevant here. Thus, _Y.:iiT~a ,.rhich 
~ 

was understood as the basis for the cognitional nature of the self~ is 

also the basis for the active nature of the self. - ,/ 
The Kriya Sakt!. or the 

power of action is the expression of the nature of the self as the agent. 

As we have seen in the previous chapter, the distinguishing 

feature of the sentient is its determination~ the capacity to know 

itself and manifest itself. The sentient :!.s .distingu:i,s.hed by holding 

within itself the possibility for determination. With the explica.tion 

I 
of the !r:Lya .Sakti (power of action), '(ve also get to knmv with greater 

clari. ty the functioning of the dynamic aspect of the self. l.fe thus, 

get to know ,,rhat Vim2r~a signifies. 

79 
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The Saiva begins with a general analysis of action. The attempt 

is to find the basic features of any action., ~>lhat is involved in the 

coneept of action. Any action like, running, walking, etc., is found to 

consist of a succession of closely similar movements. Thus,the very 

notion of action involves manyness (anekatvam) since movement itseTf -is 

nothing but a succession of moments (ksanah). In addition to the succe--.--. 
ssion of moments, '.action is also apprehended as one; any ac.tion like 

running~ in spite of the diversity of moments, - is grasped as one act t 

as there is one agent v7ho moves and acts. The representation of action 

involves unity as well. A close examination of action reveals it to be 

in'imlving both difference (in the case of the movement) as well as unity •. 

The c1H!.raet~ri}3tic. fea.ture of acti.on turns out to be unity and difference 

/ 
The challenge to the Salva view of act:l.o~as involving both 

uni.ty and difference, comes from the Buddhist. The Buddhist opens his 

challenge by questioning first the representation of action as a uni.ty. 

The Buddhist asserts that action cannot be represented as involving a 

unity. The notion of action does not involve a unIty as action is nothing 

more than a series of. moments; it is a rapid succesflion of closely similar 

moments. This'succession is all that is observed in any instance of actioltj
1 

-----_._--------
1 

'J""l / {!:I' ~, 

Kriyapyarthasya kayadestattaddesadiJatata. na.nYadrsteh; Na . . 
sapyek'a· kramikaika.syn caci tao IP~o, I ~ 11,9. 
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and is all that is necessary to explain the notion of action. Nothing 

else in addition to these rapidly succeeding moments is ever observed in 

any given case of acti.on.
l 

Unity and difference being totally opposed in 

nature, i. e., unity being what is not difference and I difference' being pre-

cis ely what excludes unity, cannot co~exist, characterize.one thing. That 

which partak(~s of two such contradictory characteristics as unity and 

difference cannot be spoken of as one. A sequence is shot through and 

through w'ith d.ifference and succession and cannot cogently be represented 

as unity? ~lhich admittedly is the counterpositive of difference. 2 

Action cannot be represented as a unity by conceiving that the d:t~ 

fferent moments reside in one underlying substratum. Such a stibstrattilll t 

in distinction from the moments, is never experienced.
3 

And even if such 

a substr.atum w~~re theT.'e~':t~ would not make aetion a unity. Because such 

a substratum being presumably affected by various moments 'tvith their 

spatial and temporal differences could hardly be spoken of as 
4 

oneo 

-------._-----
1 

Natu tatsvarupatiriktam ~~~ci:i:: anyam kriyam pratimal;. J-PV, I, II, 9. 

2 
Kramo hi hhedena vyaptab- abhinne tadabhavat,.. bhedasya 

viruddham aikyam -- iti katham kramika eka ca iti sy"at? IPV~ I, II, 9. 

3 
Atra ekatra asraye vvasthanat ek'iL 

ka~cit -a6rayo'nubhuyate. IPV., I, II, 9. 

'+ 
- l' 1 

Kiinca tathablltltair abh:i.nna de~a kalakara ih .. _ kriyaksanairavista 
It • of • 

asraya 1 • 1<.a thamekah sya t. IPV., I, II, 9. . ---
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This, as one may see, is an I empil'"ical' argument of the 

same genre as the one used earlier against· a cognising agent. It can 

he'''''seen': that this argument is logical and semantical in nature and is 

very typically Buddhis tj representing the upshot of his critique of the 

notion of being as such. These considerations lead the Buddhist to con-

elude that action is only a sequence, it is a series of moments cOlning in 

rapid succession. 

The objections as we noted have a familiar ring about them since 

they attempt to show that as in the case of the cognitional series, so 

in the case of the. m011ement series) the continuance can be exp'lained in 

terms of the sue.cession of moments itself. 'l'here is no need to pos:Lt a 

unifying agent :Ln addition to the series themselves. All the other obj ec.·-

tions are only an elaboration of this basic pre-supposition. So the 

I' 
obj ections against the Saiva 'tlho maintains that the explan3.tion of action 

cannot be fully accomplished in terms merely of the series but need over 

and above a unifying basis -- and one that 'unifies' in·a transitive 

sense as in the case of a first-person singular -~ resolve themselves 

into a bsic one of asserting : Row can action be both one and many? 

How can action be both instantaneous and successive? Will not unity be 

jeopardised by the fact of succession? 
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I 
The Salva reply to this line of objection consists in showing that 

differe.nce itself is but a freely assumed manifestation of the unitary 

subject. Since the diverse forms (the successive stages in actiOll) 

are the manifestations of the subject and are the freely assumed limita-

tions of the sentient (cit-svabhava), they do not affect its (the cit's) 

oneness; nhey in no r.vay take away from its reality as a unity (ekadin~-

paba~. Since the unity is a conscious subject who assumes a role 

of diversity consciously~ the unified nature of the subject is not affected" 

in any \'lay. Differenc.e ceases to be contradictory to unity. Unity and 

d5_fference" are consequently not contra.dictories but are simply different 

like"red and. blue~ where on6 is surely differe.nt from the other but i~.! 

.!!~firied ~y" th!!_ "denial of it. An example is furnished _here to make this 

point clear. The functioning of : a mirror shm-ls how unity and difference 

can exist in one thing. 1 The reflections in a mirror though being TIlany 

and diverse do not affect :Lts oneness; the mirror is one and yet al1QT..]s 

the reflections of many a.nd diverse objects ~.;rith no loss to its onen.ess 

(ekata). 

---------"-------------------------
1 
Tatra ea uktam citsvabhavasya darpanasyeva ekatanapabadhanena 

abha~a .. bheda-sambhave ka iva virodha itl, tas~at pratyabhijnanabalat.: 
eko I pi asau padarthatma svabhava-bhedan viruddhan yavat aKgIkurute tavat 
t.e virodhadeva kram.arupataya nir-~bhasamanalt tamekam kriy-aS'rayam samp'ada 

• • • ~. h dh--d-: -. . . i IPV II I 1 yantJ. J.t1., tatasca sam_an a J.namapJ.. upapatt:trlt· . _" _., . ~ , • 
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However, this is only a very general and rough statement of the 

Saiva position and in order to appreciate its cogency and its insight 

into the nature of action, wee need to consider it in greater detail. Be-

/ 
fore 1;"e procee.d to a detailed conslderation of the Saiva approach and 

analysis of action, a distinction between the cosmic power of action 

( 
(Kartrtva Sakti) and empirical action (~!iYa:) must be made clear. The 
'"-_ ...... _-.. -- ----

Kartrtva Sakti 
---,,~- ---

, I 
represents the Evatantrya (freedom) of Siv_a or.J:~~'i.r.a, 

the freedom to express and manifest Hinself in any way He chooses. In this 

I { 
cosmic dimension the KartrtVa Sakti, representing the freedom of §iva, is . ---
eternal like Siva himself. and is devoid of succession. But the empirical 

I 
·actio:!. (l~u~ikyal!. _kriy:a;t~) ,·]hieh is an expression of the Kartrtva Sakti 

c ~ • . 

i8 successive (:;>akrama). .,'I.i,~ is und(~r the influence of the power 'of tim~ 

.'~ r .) 1. (Kala _Sa~ • 

" 

I 
Kala Sakti itself is one of the means e.mployed by the ~ 

Kartrtva sakti in the act of ,manifestation of empirical action, It is 

~ I 
due to the functioning of the Kala Sakt:!. that: the action "tvhich we percelve 

appears successive, each moment of it appearing as cut-off (abhasavic~~~~~) 

2 / 
from the res t. The counter part of the pow'er of Time (Kal~ SEkti) in the 

1. 
Sakramatvam ca laukikyal;, kr::f.yayag kalaS"aktitag; Ghatate na tu 

£a§vatyal1, prabhavya~ syatprabhoriva. IFi{ •• II, I, 2. 

2 
Iti laukikyah kriyayah sakramatvam kalatakteh abhasa~vicchedana-

/ ~ i. 0( I' ~ 

pradarsana"'s'amarthya-rupat parameS'varat saktivise§at ghatate upapadyate~ 
ya ttl prabhoh sambandhini tadvyatirikta kriya~aktih sadvad. kalena aspt'sta 
tasyah sakra;'atv.am -, iti sambhavanapi nasti., yatha' prabhohsakramatvam-

4

• 

asanlbhavyam tatha tasya apL IPV., IItI s 2. • 
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I 
field of Jrtan~, is the power of differentiation (~pohan~~akti). When 

we speak of an action being successive it is the action taking place 

in the v10rld which is referred to, not the cosmic pow'er of action of Siva. 

Now we come to the consideration of that act of manifestation 
, 

which the ~yJ!. thinks demonstrates that unity (ekam) and difference 

(anekam) are not contradictories and so can be present in one. The 

assumption of the characters of unity and difference is not the assump-

tion of contradictory characters but is only the assuming of different 

roles. In answer to the problem raised by the Buddhist that hmv can one 

I 
become many s th;::; Sai va pas es a coun ter-ques cion : 11m.; can a thing, a seed 

for exanple~ that is a cause at one place (in fertile soil tt sprouts) 

ceases to be cause in another place (e.g., in a barren place)? These 

two are apparently contradictory characterlstics and cannot be assigned 

to the same thing, following the logic of the Buddhist. But we see 

this happen. Nor can the Buddhist try to explain the sai'l1e th:tng being 

both cause and non-cause, by saying that it is the difference in the field 

(vis~y..:§.) 'which makes it possible. For if t~vo things are contradictory 
" 

then they are contradictories forever, the difference of place should not 

1 matter. If it is maintained that it is experience that justifies a thing 

leatham 

, IP2:. , 

1 
Ekameva katham anekam bhavati iti, tatra ucyate-' iha karaQameva 

akaranam bhavati, atha ucyate visayabhedat tathaJ-,",,--'-";~--"':<~";--;"----- '. 
iti t~dvi~ayabhede etat na virudl~yate, iti kena ayam vitirllo: '\Iay'a~? 

II, 1I72. 
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being both productive ~ -seed ,,,hen sown in fertile soil) and non-productive 

(a seed in barren soil) so the same experience is to be appealed to in 

the case of action. as o'Hell. 
1 

If, on the other hand, it is maintained by the Buddhist that the 

contradiction in a thing being both productive and non-productive is not 

effective if the two contradictory features have separate fields (visa~-., 

bh~da) of operation, then the same ,'70uld be true in the case of action 

2 as well. It can be easily demonstrated that the unity in ac.tion has 

one spl1ere of operation and difference another, unity is inward and dif-

ference is external. And so the process by which action is called both 

a unity and multiplicity is explained. When a manifestation, e.g., of 

the kind of a limited subj,ect (~unla .P.!.~.§) is not iu association with 

other manifestations and is consequently independent of other manifestations, 

it ls inward (al1tarartgatvat). It is also described as inward because this 

manifestation is known only through the internal sense, i.e.~ the mind. 

The name !;~ttv~ too is given to it as its nature never changes (svarupaE...~-

.!'icyute). Thus, this manifestation is known. 
':! 

as " one" (?kam iti pratfyate) • 

---------------------------------.------------,---------------------------------
1 

Samvedanena iti cet "calati" ityadau samvedanameva asamabhil) pra-· 
manikrtam Idmiti na sahyate. IPV., II, II, 2. . . 

2 
Vi~ayabhedotpi ca atra vaktuk na na £akyate .. IPV., II, II, 2. 

3 
Tath"ahi-abh'asanatarena. asambhe.dane tadekabh'asamatram, ata eva 

anyapek?aviyogat antarangatvat ~antaram anuvartaru1inam. tathabhtita-abhasa-· 
matra-graha-g,ocita-al1tal}kara1)a-vedyatayii ca antaram tatha svarupa-apari
cyuteh tattvarn abhasa-antara-yogena tananasahisnutvacca tattval'U 1 ekam' 
itj p;'adyate •. ~. \' II, II, 2. " ~. 
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This same one manifestation (ekam, antaram) when d.t is in 

conjunc.tion with other manifestations (abhasas) such as the temporal 

distinctions of the kind "nO'tv", and "then" and tdth manifestations of 

spatial distinctions of the kind "fat", "lean", etc4:> and consequently, 

becomes the obj ect of external sense} is. seen as many (aneka~i.t~ bahYE;.n-

In this T.vaythe lvhale universe is seen to 

,. 
be a manifestation (abhasa) of ~~ and unity in diffel~ence can be seen 

in the case of the world-manifestation itself. The unYverse before i.t is 

I 
manifested by ~ is one with Rim and as no differentiation has taken 

1 
p.lace~ the universe :ts seen as unity. The same universe when it is mani-

fested in assoicatd.on with other manifestations of space, etc., and when 

becomes an object of the senses, is knO'tY11 as many (~ndT.iya-'Tedyatayam-

I,~ - h'~ . / - . ." 
..?:!.!:.ekam-~.~sad~ab asa-mJ..sranat l.tl.J. The universe in its state of oneness 

H:i.th Him, prior to its association ~'7ith t.he mallifestaUons of temporal 

and spatial distinctions is a unity and is the object of the internal 

sense only. This same universe is known as a multiplicity, when it is 

manifested as different from the Cit ( cidatiriktat~--abhas~ne) and is cha-

raeterized by other manifestations and is knmm by both the inte.rnal 

and external senses (a:nekatv~ punar-~hasan.tara~mi~ratayam- ubhaya-

k d Od 0 01 -bh- . 0) 2 arana-ve vatve Cl. atl.rl.ctata oasane ea l.tl. • -- . The fact that there are 

----_.------------------------------------------
i 

H 0 ..,. - • k d - . 0 • h bh vl.svameva antara~ sat earn, ta eva santar-vl.parJ..vartl.na. u ay~-

endriya--vedyatvam, iti vak!?yamar;akaryak.araga"'-'bhava-tattva--drstya 
i d Od - - I d "-d -bh- . '" -n rl.ya-ve yatayam-aneKam- esa ya,. asanl1.sralJat itL IPV. ,II, II. 2. 

2 
.~l'V., II, II, 2. 
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different spheres for unity and difference is clear. 

The purpose, however, of this illustration 
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is to shm07 hm·; 

unity itself manifests itself as difference and SOt in fact, they 

are not contradictories but only different states of the same. And 

if it is further maintained by the Buddhist that it is only for prac-

tical purposes (~vahara) that a thing is represented to have contrary 

features, e.go f cause and not-cause then the Saiva would readily agree. 

Fo"t' him too, the manifestation of one as many is for practical purposes 

only. And so, is everything for". practical purposes (yyavahara) only in 

• J f"" - 2 tne rea .m.o maya. So the contrary natures of unity and difference cannot 

3 'disprove the reality of action. 

The purpose of the discussion has been to illust1;:ate tl~e extent 

and depth of the relation of unity and difference (bhedabheda). It is 

found active not only at the concrete level, e.g., in action and other 

I 
:.tti - sphuto vi~ayabl:~da~. IP.:!.., II) II, 2. 

2 
I 

I Haya for ~he Saiva is the self-limiting ~ self-veiling power of 
Siva. Ultimately, Siva as the unitY,alone is real, since difference fol
lows from the self-veiling power of Siva Himself, vlhich is integral to Him, 
difference is not nothing, though it is less in value. This is precisely 
the way maya is viewed in S'aivism, maya though obscuring the fullness 
of Siva~ is obviously less in value, but at the same time being ITa part 
of" Siva Himself, is not nothing. This is the way the empirical world is 
vie,.]ed too. 

:3 
Titsmat ekatvanekatvavirodha na badhakah tadetat eva karaI}amevam 

uktam. l!V.~ II, II, 2. 
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.. "'-categor:tes like Universal, causal relation, the relation of pramana . 
and pram~ya, etc., But also at the highest level it seems to be the way 

V. I 
lmarsa itself functions. Action, universal , and other categories are 

only the specific illustrations of the general la\o7 of unity in difference 

(bhedabheda) which nmr appears to be very centJ:al to the functioning of 

Vimar§a . t ] f lib -____ 1. se,. t s y relying on the category of b~d~Qh~~9:_ (unity in 

difference) that the manifestation of the world-phenomena from Virnars'a is 

possible. - -
No category -other than that of , unity in -difference' expr-esses -: 

better the relation:-~0:f th ld t S" , e wor 0._ :Lva. 

1-
Now the g~iva proceeds to shm., hmv at the level of concrete 

experi':!fiee. Le., the experie01ce of objects, the category of unity-in-

difference operates. If we only care to analyse our experience of an ob-

ject like a jar, we find that though ordinarily it is supposed to be one 

manifestation, it is in reality made up of many. It is in fact a collec-

tion of as many manifestations as \o7€ have words to describe it. What the 

object ~.,ill signify to a person is du.e to the interests purpose or the 

. 1 intellectual capacity of the percelver. The causal effid.ency of an obj ect 

too differs depending upon the ... .,ay it is looked. at. Thus, even in our 

ordinary experience obj ect shows itself to be':'not unitary in nature in an 

exclusivist sense or univocally in respect of meaning. 

---------
1 
Yatharuci yatharthitvam, yathavyutpatti bhidyate; 
Abhaso I pyartha ekasminnanusar;'dhal1a~sadhi te. IP1\., II. ITI, 3. 
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The category of unity in difference also sheds some light on the 

~ 
Saiva view of :celation. Relation along ~'1ith the tHO terms related, i.eo, 

the relat~ are real. This contr'asts ,with the Buddhist position where 

1 
relation is not real since of the two terms related only one is real. 

As a sp€'~cific l11ustration "le can take the case of substance and attribu-

/ 
tes. For the Saiva both of them being real the relation between, the:-'. 

two is real too. Ibe relation is one of unity and difference. For the 

Buddhist, howeve:r~ the attributes alone are the sole existents and the 

substance is a complete fiction. So there' .being only one term relation 

is not real. With the collapse of one of the teXTIlS sustaining the 

relation, relation itself falls dOY-Tn and crumbles to pieces. 

Thus the category of unity in difference is also significant in 

a v1ider context as i,t se-rves to explicate the relation between the world

r 
manifestation and Siva. Since manifestation of the ,,7orld occurs by mean3 

of unity in difference (bhedabheda) the same means is to be employed 

I 
in reaching Siva. To see non-difference in the difference of manifesta-

tions is the only way to follow' for those desirous of becoming one ,,!ith 

H
• 2 
1m. !.bh~v5'da is not simply an illustration of the process of the 

1 
T •• d p'v .. ,._ 0 • ~1 823 - -°66 attvasaTI1~rana an __ 2-EJ~, p. Cl.t., ~erses, to u • 

2 . 
Sarvatha tavadatra prameye bhagavat;:! eva bhedane ca abhedane ca 

svatantryaru s ghata-gata-abhasa-bheda-abheda-drsti-reva ea parruriartha-I" ___ TO,., 
advaya~dr~r-i-pravese upaya~ samavalambaniya~.~ lRY., II, III, 13. 
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manifestation of the ,varld from Parame~vara, it is signlficant in a much 

more specific and deeper sense. Its significance consists in providing us 

1;he ir!-sight that the world ' being a manifestation of the Lord is not be 

. d b i h H" ' 1 v~eW'e as an 0 struct on on t e Hay to 1.m. 

The relation of the cause and the effect receives a detailed 

treatment and it is shown that the relation of the cause and the effect 

is nothing other than the relation of the creator and the created. And 

creativity can belong only to the sentient. Ultimately pure conscious-

ness alone is found to be the cause. Causality consists in making manifest, 

2 
"Vlhat ,vas within~ to' both the internal and external senses. Thus~ the 

"causal relati.on rests ou the relation of unity and dj.fference (bhedabheda). 

Unity i.n difference ~vhich is the characteristic feature of relation cannot 

be possible in the case of the insentient. It is only the sentient (cit) 

that has the capacity to assume various forms without disturbing its 

... 
oneness.,:} 

1 
Na tu vyavaharo'pi ayam 

]PV.~ II, III, 13. 

2 

-----------------
, ~".~ ".-

paramesvara-svarupanupravesa-v~rodhi., 

Santar-viparivartinah; ubhayendriya-vedyatvam tasya-kasyapi 
6aktitail. IPK. ~ 1I9 IV, 4. • " ._-

3 
Na ca yuktam jadasyaivam, bhedabheda-virodhata~; Abhasabhedad

ekatra cidatmani ty yujyate. IPK., II, IV, 9. 
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But the sentient without determinacy or dynamism cannot evolve 

the world-manifestation. A purely sentient Being (cit) such as the 

.. ~ I ~ 
Brahman of the Advaitin devoid of ~n.ll or para~ or freedom (svatantrya) 

1 
lac.ks the equipment necessary to be an effective doer (karta). 

I - I ParC'.masiva with his .Earamarsa, freedom and ,vill power is readily 

an agent. 
-, 

In essence it is the will pmver of the Isvara Himself that is 
2 

- I It is the ~vatantL~~ sakti variously called, the cause~ agent and ac.tion. 

I ~.1 _ I 
Vim~~ Pa.ra.marsa, Iccha Sakti that is the very heart of Be.tion. 

1 
Tasmat vastavam cidekatvam-abhyupagamya-api tasya. kartrtva

lak~arp-abhinna-rupa-samave~atmika kriya nopapadyate; paramar£al~kl?anam 
tu svatantryam yad1 bhavati tadopapadyate sarvam. IP~., II~ IV~ 20. 

2 
Ittham tatha ghata-patady-abhasa-jagadatmana; Tis~haso-revam

:l..cchaiva hetut: kartrtakriya. IPK., II, IV, 210 .. --



CONCLUSION 

If a generalisation were to be attempted about the Indian re1ig10-

ph1.losophica1 tadition, one can unhesitatingly isolate the soteri.ological 

motivation as the driving force behind the philosophical enquiry. The 

whole philosophical endeavour is geared to the achievement· . of freedom, 

to the transformation of un-freedom into freedomb The realization of 

one t s true state is l .. hat is meant by the achievement. of freedom. This 

concern with freedom serves to distinguish the Indian philosophical 

tradition from otrwr philosophical tradi tions ~ ~vhere philosophy is 

simply an i.ntellectuaL. pursuit with no special concern to press it 

into service for a higher goal, viz realization of freedom. 

-The question now is : what position does the self occupy in 

/ 
this soteriological scheme. For the Brahmanica1 schools and Saivism 

self is a very central category as the entire doctrine of freedom 

is developed 'olith self in mind, it is the self that is involved in 

phenomena, in samsara and it is the self that 'becomes rid' of the pheno-

mena1 world, thus achieving its true state. The descriptions and under.-

standing of that true state vary from system to system but all of them 

\vould seem to be in agreement as to the exis tence and primacy of such a 

state. 
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This total pre-occupation with the problem and achievement of 

freedom' is something that Buddhism too shares in common with Brahmanical 

I 
systems and Saivism. vlhatever may be other differences between the Brah-

~ 

manical schools, Saivism and Buddhism, they converge in their concer.n 

for an! total involvement uith the questions of Karma, Karma-Vipaka and 

freedom. Though Buddhism would seem to stand distinguished by its denial 

of self~ nay, of anything permanent resisting the movement of time, yet 

a place is reserved for some stability' tVithin this universal flux t by the 

doctrine of the karma be<'l.r.er. The ~"Q!.~.t bearer would seem to retain, from 

anI?; form of existence to all the following ones, l.ts psychic predispo-

sition. Thus ~ in the fluctional reality, there is one com"tant factor 

in the form of the karma bearer. 

However, though sharing in a common concern for the freedom of 

man, for finding out a path leading to freedom, the differences between 

Buddhism and other systems of Indian thought, namely the Brahmanical schools» 

and Saivism, run very deep; Of the differel1ces,one that comes to mind 

most immediately, is the Buddhises insistence on change and denial to 

accept anything that stands behind the change and the process, spanning 

the distinctions of time. So complete is the acceptance of change that 

Buddhism develops. a formidable and plausible explanat.ion of the '1yhole 

range of our experience in terms of its basic standpoint of universal 

becoming. Hith the articulation of its basic: pre-supposition of change 
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and the complementary explanation of experience, Buddhism can be seen 

as complete in itself, as entirely self-satisfying and would not seem 

to stand in need of anything external to itself. 

This decided preference for the dynamic, the changing has to be 

seen as stemming from the Buddhist's conviction that lithe moral law" 

takes precedence over"· everything else. In his approach to religion, 

the Buddhist is siezcd with the question of noral life. Tlle most 

fundamental and basic truth for the Buddhist is the moral 1m., which can 

be effective only '\\yithtn a fra.mework of change and dynamism. 

The contemplation of the moral 1m., is seen. to lead directly to, 

the possibility of betterment, progress and improvenent. Hm-7ever, this 

attempt at betterment does not stop at the empirical level but the Buddhist 

interprets the religious life itself as encompassed within this process 

of improvement. As improvement is impossible of attaim;lent \~ithout 

the possibility of change, the Buddhist dutifully discards anything that 

does not allow for the translation of this ideology of change into a re

H.gious frame't-lOrk. The Buddhist I s refusal to accept self and above all 

anything that smacks of the static are ·reflective of this basic pre

supposition. And, thus it comes as no surprise when. we find an absence 

of cosmo10gi.cal speculation in the '\Thole range of Buddhist thought. 



KasmIr· Saivism shares the Buddhist's concern for the dynamic 

/ 
and this is most noticeable in the Saiva insistence 011. understanding 

the self, as involved with both sentience (Eraka~a) and dynamic 

activity (vimar£a). Dynamism is the distinguishing feature of the 
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conscious being. But for the Buddhist, there is nothing behind the dis-

I • 
crete bits of experience; for the Sa1va on the contrary~ there is not 

only a unity behind the discrete units but the discrete units themselves 

are a result of a self-imposed diversification of the unity. The unity 

holds the several discrete "units" together by mediating through them. 

I 
T~uss dynamism is accepted by the Saiva but with a serious modification 

which makes dynamism itself expressive of the fulness of the unity of self. 

I 
The Saiva, thus 9 in his turn p-;:-ovides an interpretation and 

explanation of experience in the light of this novel ",ay of concept-

ualizing the self. It is not difficult to find instances from our 

I 
expetience which bear out and convincingly illustrate the Salva concep-

tion of self. The most vivid illustration of this novel understanding 

of self is mernor'Y.~ w'hich requires both the un:i.fication and differentiation 

of the past and the present. The entire structure of experience is 

I 
capable 6f adequate explanation w·1.thin the frame\vork of Salva positj.on. 

I 
The Saiva position Hould appear to be, thus, complete in itself and does 

not seem to gain anything from the criticisr.l of either the Buddhist 

or the Brahmanical systems~ The only purpose served by criticism is 

to differentiate one position from the other. 
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The Saiva also shares in the Buddhist's concern for and involve-

ment with soteiological questions. But the Saiva's understanding 

of: the question is coloured by his bias in favour of perfection. 

Imperfection and limitation are characteristic of the state of bondage, 

un-freedom.. Freedom is the realization of perfection, of the recognition 

of anevs true state. This bias in favour of perfection gets expressed 

in the religious understanding, by the Saiva' s concern for omnipotenc.e 

~ the freedom to do even the impossible. l~e Saiva thus refuses to have 

anything to do with a concept of self that leaves no room for the cosmic and 

dy~amiC-:: act:.ivitY 'r.ecluisite- for the fulfilment of the ideal of omnipotenceo 

(This :t.s .,That i[~implied in the. s'aiva critique of the Adva:U=a) 0 To be 

omnipotent, s~lf must he structurally continutl.ls ~dth dynamism, it cannot 

put it on as a c;loak and throw it aT,.;ay when its wm."k is over. 

'{nat emerges clearly from a study of the encounter between the 

I ! 
Sa-iva and the Buddhist is that the Saiva presents a complete J~e-orienta-

t:i .. on to the. ideology of self and in this process he has 'been helped 

somewhere along the w'ay by the Buddhist critique of the Atman ideology 

of the Brahmanical systems. 
/ 

The Salva, in attempting to tran::;late his 

ideal of perfection into the religious setting, has deepened cur under-

standing of self by adding a new dimension to it - self is no longer seen 

as a passive groUlld or resting place for externally produced differences ~ 

but rather the over-arching~ unity that generates differences and media-

te:s th·rough them by encompassing them. Hhat has probably facilita.ted thi.s 



/ 
reinterpretation of the concept of self is the Saiva's successful 
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interiorisation of the Buddhist objections. "lith the successful assimi-

la.tion of the points of the Buddhist obj ections? the entire Buddhist 

..-
ci':ttique of the self-ideology does not quite apply to the Saiva position. 



abheda 

rv'PV 

abhijnana 

- _I 
akasa 

- I amarsa 

GLOSSARY OF SANSKRIT TElli~S , 

derived from the root /bhas meaning to shine, with 
the prefix a. Literally the term means to shine 

/ - / or to appear, to look like, In Kasmir Saivism 
the term is employed to describe the manifestation 
from Siva. 

/ 
the Ka§mIr Saiva theory of the manifestation of 
phenomenal world from the Absolute Siva. Contrasts 
with both vivartavada (the theory of unreal appear
ance) and 'parinamavada (the theory of real transform~ 
ation)! beill"g Ji;odelled on the pattern of reflection, 
the reflection of the world-manifestation on the 
background of Siva. 

literally non-difference) identity or identical. 

'I-a\vareness! the persis'ting, immediate awareness 
of oneself that every person has, most vividly 
present in introspective moments, taken by the 
" Saiva as the direct proof for self. 

deri ved from the root / j'TI'ii meaning to knmv, with 
the prefix abhi t the term means recognition? a 
synonym of Pratyabhijna. 

space . ., ether. 

derived from the root /mrt, meaning to advise, -stands for the dynamic, phenomenalising aspect of 
SI'· f V' .-l.va, a synonym .. or _~larsa. 

or svarupa-akhyati 
'non-intuition ,':" non-recognition of one' 8 true 
nature as Siva~ which is the cause of bondage. 

anat.ma (p~ni anatta) 

'anatmavada 
-'..-.-. .. ----~-. 

literally? means non-self, no pe1.'manent reality. 

the doctrine that all things lack substance or 
permanent reality. 
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anitya (Pali 'anicca) impermanent~changing~ transitory~ 
• .. t 

antarmukha 
~1-----

anubhava 
---.,---~-

'anubhavakah .......--

anubhavitr 

anusamdhana 

J' 
Auohana-Sakti 
~-,---

artha 

arthakd yaka d. 

Atman 

a trnanistha 
-~--e-.-

ayatan.~ 

bahirmukha 

iuvlard,. internal ~ used as a characteristic of the 
memory impressions. 

experience, direct~ immediate experience of objects 
stands in contrast to mediate function of memory. 

literally the experiencer, one who has experiences, 
the self in its role as the experiencing agent. 

the agent of experience, same as above. 

the relating or connecting together of two or more 
things~ characteristic of memory as it joins 
together the past and the present. 

/ 
the power of differentiation of Siva presupposed 
in the possibility of manifestation. 

object 

useful, efficient~ productive~ The criterion of 
the real as efficient. 

support, substratum, resting place, self as the 
support of qualities and memory impressions. 

eternal self, the permanent everlasting consciousness. 

self-contained) non-overlapping. 

literally the 'door'; that which brings about the 
emergence of consciousness; sense-organs, e.g., 
the eye, nose, etc., and sense-data, e.g., colour, 
smell, etc.; the twelve bases of sensation and 
sense-data as accepted in Buddhist thought. 

external) out\"ard, the term is used to refer to the 
manifestation of objects as external or outward. 

Bahyarthanumeyavadin 

'bheda 

a particular school of Buddhism which believed 
that the external object could only be inferred. 

literally * difference. 



· 'bhedabheda 
..-.,....-

Brahman 

-'Citta 
~ 

citi 

camatkara 

dharma 

dhatu 

drasta 
--~-..., .. 

drk 

d'uhkha 

N_ 

Jnana 

k~irana 
~ 
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unity in difference~ the relation that is character
istic of the process of manifestation. 

the Absolute of the Vedanta, the ultimate reality. 

mind~ consciousness. 

the lNorld manifesting power of the self ~ another 
synonym for the dynamic aspect of self. 

bliss of the pure I-consciousness, denotes the 
dynamic aspect of Self. 

the ultimate element of existence a meaning special 
to Buddhism. 

literally the 'root' or ultimate element. In Buddhist 
thought, this term is used for the eighteen elements 
of existence, viz., the six sense-data, the six sense
organs of cognition and the six resulting. cognitions 
or sensations. 

" literally the 'seer' ~ the term is used in Saiva 
thought to refer to self in the role of the seeing t 

perceiving agent. 

derived from the root drs" meaning to see. A term " .. special to Saiva thought, refers to the entire 
range of cognitive elements, every case of knowledge 
or perception. 

pain, suffering, one of the three pervasive features 
of existence as understood in Buddhist Thought. 

derived from the root j~a meaning to know, 
thought refers to each and every cognitive 
all mental contents. 

" in Saiva 
element, 

.-
the power: of knowledge of the Absolute Siva~ the 
power responsible for the manifestation of objects. 

cause~ reason. 

action~ past deeds and their results. 

effect~ result 



I 
Kriya Sakti 

ksana -.r--o--
Ksanabhangavada 

to " 

moha 

Nirvana 

Parama~iva 

,N , 
praJnaptl~ 

Prakrti --,,-' 

pramana . 

the power of action, One of the first five 
powers to be manifested from the dynamic~ 
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creative aspect (also called Vimar~a or Svatantrya) 
of Siva. The other four powers to be manifested 
from the Svatantrya Sakti are (i) Cit Sakti 
~the power of creative consciousness, (ii) Ana~da 
Sakti (the power of bliss or joy; (iii) Iccha Sakti 
(the power of will) ~ (iv) J1iana Sakti (the power 
of knowledge). 

literally) the moment, instant. 

the Buddhist doctrine that all things last only 
for a moment. 

forgetfulness of one's true nature which is the 
cause of bondage. 

the Buddhist term that describes the state of 
freedom, liberation. 

literally, that which is free from all constructive 
activity, indeterminate. 

eternal, everlasting~ the term that refers to the 
kind of reality the Self is. 

, 
Supreme Lord Siva, the supreme, ultimate reality 
recognized by Saiva thought. 

result, consequence, literally, fruit. 

literally, real in thought only, subjective, unreal. 

derived from the root/kas' meaning to shine. 
*' Literally the shining light. In Saiva thought 

refers to the pure sentience aspect of self. 

the dynamic, evolving material cause of the world, 
as accepted by SaIDkhya thought. 

valid kno"\vledge. Knowledge exempt from all error. 

the instrument of valid knowledge~ e.g., perception, 
inference~ etc. Their llumber~ nature and function 
differ from school to school. 



'pramatr 
----.-.--~-~ 

Erameya 

PratyabhijU'a 

/ 
pratyavamar~. 

purnatva 
---.~-

Purusa ---u.-

" Sakti 

sandina 

,Sarvaptivada 

S'autrantika 
---i'-~~---""-'-~_~ 
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literally the knower~ the self as the knowing .agent. 

the object of valid knowledge i that whi.ch is known. 

/ 
literally, recognition, recollection. In Saiva 
thought the term refers to the apprehension that 
leads to freedom and is understocd to be recognitive 
in nature~ consists in the realization of one's true .-
identity ~vith Siva, the Supreme Lord. 

another synonym for the dynamic) phenomenalising 
;' 

aspect of Siva. 

literally fulness, perfection. A term often 
-t' -:- ". employed to refer to the entire Kasllllr Salva 

.... / - , 
tradition~ as Kasmir Saivism aims at the realization 
of one's true? full) perfect nature. 

the self, the pure consciousness of the SaIDkhya 
system. 

I 
literally pmver, capacity. In Saiva thought it 
refe:t:s to the dynamic phenomenalising aspect of 
the ultimate reality:> Siva. It is the inherent 
dynamism of the Absolute) the potency to express 
itself~ manifest itself. 

the series. In Buddhist thought) the term is used 
to refer to*keseries of elements that bring about 
the sense of continuity, permanence~ when in fact 
there is no permanence. The series could be of 
two kinds~ either the bodily series, (§arira santana), 
or the cO~1itional series (j~ana santana). 

universal, e.g.~ cowness, potness: accpeted as a 
real in its own right by the Nyaya-VaiS'esika, and ,. . 
to a certain extent by Saivism. 

impressions, residual traces that lead to recollection 
and recognition later on. 

a particular school of Buddhism that believed in 
the existence of the elements of reality in all 
the three times of past t present and future. 

A school of Buddhism that based itself directly on 
the sayings (sutranta) of the Buddha. 



/ 
Siva 

skandha 
---.~ 

The Absolute~ the ultimate reality as conceived by 
the Trika . ...-.-
the five groups of elements into which early 
Buddhism classifies all dharmas or existences. 
These include Rupa (matter), vedmla (feeling, 
Samj~a (ideation)~ Samskara (forces or drives)t 
Vij~ana (pure consciousness). 

I 
Smrti or Smarana Sakti .. 

svalaksana 
-~---q-,,~ 

-/ svaprakasatva 

,
Sv1itantrya Sakti 

I 
Tirodhana Sakti 

The power of remembrance. The power that is 
responsible in keeping the experience of the 
object in the potential form of the memory
impression and later leads to its revival at 
the time of recollection and remembrance. 

the unique momentary particular recognised as the 
only reality by early Buddhism. It is grasped 
only in pure indeterminate perception. 

literally self-·luminous ~ self-revealed. The term 
describes the nature of knowledge which stands 
self..,revealed!> self-cognised and does not stand 
in need of anything else to reveal itself or to 
cognise itself. 

literally, the power of freedom or autonomous 
power. This power stands for the capacity of self

I 
expression of Siva and is synonymous with the 
Vimar~a (the dynamic-creativity) of Siva. / ,. 
Svatantrya Sakti is the principal power of Siva 
and is the origin and source of all other powers. 

~ . t I K-" -: S/" l't' d . rea1-1 .y. n asml.ra a1V1sm 1S use ln a 
specific sense as indicating the successi ve man'~ 
ifestations from Parama§iva. These manifestations 
are held to be thirty-six in number. 

, 
the self~veiling, self-limiting power of Siva 

" In the process of manifesting himself Siva simul-
taneously veils and limits himself. Thus the ~akti 
of Siva is at one and the same time his creative 
self-expression and his self~veiling (tirodhana 
6akti). 



'Trika 
-.~ 

trsna ---.. ~ 
Vaibhasika 

vasana 

Vikalpaka 
-';'-------...... -
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literally means threefold. A term used to refer 
to the monistic tradition of Kasmir Saivism because 

,/ / 
it deals with the triad of Siva~ Sakti and Av-u or 
Pati (I.ord)~ Pa§u (the soul)~ and Pa~a (the bonds). 

literally~ thirst) the craving for pleasures, the 
root cause of suffering and embodiment in the 
phenomenal world. 

A particular school of Buddhism which based itself 
on the con~entaries (vibhasas) written on the 
Abhidharma 1ilOrks like the J:gana.Erastllan~, etc. 

literally~ perfuming. In the Yogacara it is under
stood as the driving force leading to the evolution 
and diversification of consciousness. 

A school of Buddhism that upholds the sale reality 
of consciousness, reducing the empirical world to 
a system of ideas. 

determinate. The cognition that involves the conceptual 
constructive activity of the mind. 

phenomena) phenomenal world, 
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